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Spring/Summer  2022 3S/LAB

Introducing your next performance racing 
shoe. The S/LAB PHANTASM CF is loaded 
with an innovative trifecta of technology 
to better your best. Featuring a premium 
Composite Fiber (CF) Energy Blade plate 
for snappy toe-off and strong propulsion, 
responsive Energy Surge foam, and an 
R.Camber profile for smooth transitions, the 
S/LAB PHANTASM CF is ready for your next 
starting line.

$225  |  012375

9mm (34.7mm/25.7mm)

S/LAB PHANTASM CF
Made for race day on the road

L41557900
Racing Red S05 | Racing Red S05 | Racing Red S05

(u) 7.1 oz

(u) 4.5-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

NEW

Spring/Summer 2022



Spring/Summer  2022 4S/LAB

Designed for Kilian Jornet to break some of 
the most iconic course records, the PULSAR 
uses cutting-edge technology from Salomon’s 
legendary S/LAB. When he asked for a shoe 
to run fast on trails, our product development 
team took up the challenge: an ultra-light, 
precise and dynamic shoe weighing just 170g. 
With a soft sock-fit, reinforced breathable 
Matryx® mesh and new strategic cushioning, 
you’ll feel like you’re going to take off.

$180  |  009900

6mm (18mm/20mm)

S/LAB PULSAR SG
The fast-paced trail shoe 
that’s ready for take-off

L41651800
Quiet Shade | Magnet | Black

(u) 7.1 oz

(u) 4.5-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

NEW

Spring/Summer 2022



Spring/Summer  2022 5S/LAB

Designed for Kilian Jornet to break some of 
the most iconic course records, the PULSAR 
uses cutting-edge technology from Salomon’s 
legendary S/LAB. When he asked for a shoe 
to run fast on trails, our product development 
team took up the challenge: an ultra-light, 
precise and dynamic shoe weighing just 170g. 
With a soft sock-fit, reinforced breathable 
Matryx® mesh and new strategic cushioning, 
you’ll feel like you’re going to take off.

CO $180 |  009900

6mm (18mm/20mm)

L41310800
Vapor Blue | Vapor Blue | White

(u) 5.9 oz 

(u) 4.5-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Spring/Summer 2022

S/LAB PULSAR
Made for race day on the trails



Spring/Summer  2022 6S/LAB

The S/LAB CROSS is back and bolder than 
ever. Developed with Stian Anguermund, 
the new iridescent black upper - inspired by 
the Aurora Borealis in his native Norway 
- maximizes the support and breathability. 
The S/LAB CROSS 2 still gives you the 
same innovative lug geometry, ankle gaiter 
and Matryx® upper – ready for the most 
technical trails.

CO $200 |  011000

4mm (13mm/9mm)

S/LAB CROSS 2
The premium trail shoe for 
best-in-class traction

L41462600
Black | Black | Black

(u) 8.1 oz 

(u) 4-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Spring/Summer 2022



Spring/Summer  2022 7S/LAB

Popular with and tested by some of the 
best ultra-runners, the S/LAB ULTRA 3 is 
designed for long-distance performance and 
comfort. The lighter construction combines 
a more resistant, breathable mesh upper 
with cushioning for maximum bounce. With 
a Contagrip® outsole, you’ll power through 
the kilometers, however wet and slippery the 
conditions.

CO $180 |  009900

8mm (28mm/20mm)

S/LAB ULTRA 3
The high-performance shoe that never stops

L41266100
Maverick | Racing Red | Maverick

(u) 10.2oz 

(u) 4-13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Fall/Winter 2021
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Spring/Summer  2022 9ROAD RUNNING

A fully recyclable all-round training shoe that 
was designed to be reborn. INDEX.02 has a 
breathable and comfortable custom knit upper 
with a waste-saving 1:1 fit, as well as a bouncy 
TPU Infiniride midsole that is ready to recycle 
when its time is up. A running shoe that keeps 
on giving, even when you’re done with it.

$190  |  010450

9mm (33.5mm/24.5mm)

INDEX.02
Built to be reborn - fully recyclable 
performance footwear.

L41558000
Pearl Blue | Vanilla Ice | White

(u) 10.5 oz

(u) 4.5-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

NEW

Spring/Summer 2022



Spring/Summer  2022 10ROAD RUNNING

Designed for recovery and renewal. Meet 
the INDEX BREAK, a recovery flip flop that 
is fully recyclable as well as built for long 
term comfort. The Endofit strap hugs your 
foot to reduce pressure build-up in the lower 
extremities and encourage rapid recovery 
after a race while the Infiniride midsole is soft, 
supportive, and super durable.

$80  |  004400

2mm (24mm/22mm)

INDEX BREAK
Save your tired feet and legs, and the planet.

L41551300
Pearl Blue | Trooper | White

(u) 7.1 oz

(u) 4-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

NEW

Spring/Summer 2022



Spring/Summer  2022 11ROAD RUNNING

This shoe just wants to go fast. Phantasm is 
a running shoe conceived to propel you 
forward and gifted with our most responsive 
technologies. Featuring Energy Blade for a 
snappy toe off and strong propulsion, tag-
teamed with Energy Surge foam and R.Camber 
for a smooth and responsive transition.

NEW $150 |  008250

9mm (34.7mm/25.7mm)

PHANTASM | MEN 
Exceed all expectations and speed limits. 
Light, snappy and super smooth.

L41610200

L41610400

L41610300
Mood Indigo | Night Sky | Lunar Rock

Alloy | Lunar Rock | Poppy Red

Biking Red | Purple Heather | Vibrant Orange

(m) 8.2 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 12ROAD RUNNING

This shoe just wants to go fast. Phantasm is 
a running shoe conceived to propel you 
forward and gifted with our most responsive 
technologies. Featuring Energy Blade for a 
snappy toe off and strong propulsion, tag-
teamed with Energy Surge foam and R.Camber 
for a smooth and responsive transition.

NEW $150 |  008250

9mm (37mm/28mm)

PHANTASM | WOMEN 
Exceed all expectations and speed limits. 
Light, snappy and super smooth.

L41610500

L41688600

L41610600
Blazing Orange | Almond Cream | Leek Green

Trooper | Lunar Rock | White

Grape Wine | Quail | Purple Heather

(w) 6.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 13ROAD RUNNING

Featherlight power and a smooth ride, thanks 
to an Energy Blade-powered propulsion, 
and the team work of R.Camber and Energy 
Surge foam for rapid and velvety-smooth 
transitions. Make your run snappy, rapid and 
plush, every day.

NEW $130 |  007150

6mm (32.5mm/26.5mm)

SPECTUR | MEN 
Featherlight power and smooth ride, 
a running shoe that’s every-day fast.

L41589600

L41589900

L41589700
Black | White | Blazing Orange

Estate Blue | Dazzling Blue | Mint Leaf

Biking Red | Vibrant Orange | Purple Heather

(m) 8.8 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 14ROAD RUNNING

Featherlight power and a smooth ride, thanks 
to an Energy Blade-powered propulsion, 
and the team work of R.Camber and Energy 
Surge foam for rapid and velvety-smooth 
transitions. Make your run snappy, rapid and 
plush, every day.

NEW $130 |  007150

6mm (32.5mm/26.5mm)

SPECTUR | WOMEN 
Featherlight power and smooth ride, 
a running shoe that’s every-day fast.

L41589100

L41589400

L41589300
Tulipwood | Lunar Rock | Grape Wine

White | Purple Heather | Blazing Orange

Ebony | Almond Cream | Leek Green

(w) 6.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 15ROAD RUNNING

Rapid-fire rebound and a vibration-free, 
cushioned ride. Sonic 5 Balance is lightweight 
and balanced for a broad range of runners, 
featuring Optivibe technology to keep vibra-
tions low and energy return high for smooth, 
more comfortable transitions. A soft and 
enveloping mesh upper and pillowy tongue 
and collar construction hug and support your 
feet for miles.

NEW $130 |  007150

8mm (28mm/20mm)

SONIC 5 BALANCE | MEN 
Vibration-dampening road shoe with 
bounce and smooth cushioning.

L41710200

L41710100

L41710000

L41710600

Bleached Sand | Blazing Orange | Astral Aura

Poppy Red | Clematis Blue | Black

White | Lunar Rock | Trooper

Poppy Red | Clematis Blue | Black

WIDE

(m) 9.0 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 16ROAD RUNNING

Rapid-fire rebound and a vibration-
dampening, cushioned ride. Sonic 5 
Balance is lightweight and balanced for a 
broad range of runners, featuring Optivibe 
technology to keep vibrations low and energy 
return high for smooth, more comfortable 
transitions. A soft and enveloping mesh upper 
and pillowy tongue and collar construction 
hug and support your feet for miles.

NEW $130 |  007150

8mm (28mm/20mm)

SONIC 5 BALANCE | WOMEN 
Vibration-dampening road shoe with 
bounce and smooth cushioning.

L41710300

L41710500

L41710400
White | Pearl Blue | Quarry

Purple Heather | Astral Aura | Mint Leaf

Wine | Black | Blazing Orange

(w) 7.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 17ROAD RUNNING

A running shoe with extra support for a 
comfy, vibration-dampening ride. Sonic 5 
Confidence features Optivibe in the sole 
to keep vibrations low and energy return 
high for smooth, stable transitions. A soft 
mesh upper and pillowy tongue and collar 
construction hug and support your feet.

NEW $130 |  007150

10mm (30mm/20mm)

SONIC 5 CONFIDENCE | MEN 
A springy versatile runner with a 
focus on cushioning and support.

L41710700

L41710900

L41710800
Black | White | Trooper

Astral Aura | Blazing Orange | Purple Heather

White | Black | Poppy Red

(m) 9.7 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 18ROAD RUNNING

A running shoe with extra support for 
a comfy, vibration-free ride. Sonic 5 
Confidence features Optivibe in the sole 
to keep vibrations low and energy return 
high for smooth, stable transitions. A soft 
mesh upper and pillowy tongue and collar 
construction hug and support your feet.

NEW $130 |  007150

10mm (30mm/20mm)

SONIC 5 CONFIDENCE | WOMEN 
A springy versatile runner with a 
focus on cushioning and support.

L41711000

L41711200

L41711100
White | Lunar Rock | Trooper

Purple Heather | Astral Aura | Mint Leaf

Grape Wine | Black | Blazing Orange

(w) 8.0 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 19ROAD RUNNING

Unlock your potential with a running shoe 
that adapts to you and the road. The updated 
PREDICT2 features Anatomic Decoupling to 
shadow your running style, reducing stress 
on joints and delivering a smooth ride. TPU-
based Infiniride™ amplifies the experience by 
keeping landings cushy. An all-round road 
runner offering exceptional fit and comfort.

CO $150 |  008250

8mm (28mm/20mm)

PREDICT 2 | MEN 
The running shoe that unlocks to adapt, 
keeping your landings plush

L41622500L41565200

L41622400

Blazing Orange | Black | Spiced AppleNight Sky | White | Royal Lilac

Granite Green | Ponderosa Pine | Bright Green

NEW

NEW

(m) 9.7 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Fall/Winter 2021



Spring/Summer  2022 20ROAD RUNNING

Unlock your potential with a running shoe 
that adapts to you and the road. The updated 
PREDICT2 features Anatomic Decoupling to 
shadow your running style, reducing stress 
on joints and delivering a smooth ride. TPU-
based Infiniride™ amplifies the experience by 
keeping landings cushy. An all-round road 
runner offering exceptional fit and comfort.

CO $150 |  008250

8mm (28mm/20mm)

PREDICT 2 | WOMEN 
The running shoe that unlocks to adapt, 
keeping your landings plush

L41622600L41565400

L41622700

Stormy Weather | Quarry | Tanager TurquoisePeachy Keen | Mecca Orange | Crystal Blue

Spray | Granite Green | Blooming Dahlia

NEW

NEW

(w) 8.9 oz 

(w) 5-12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Fall/Winter 2021



Spring/Summer  2022 21ROAD RUNNING

The PREDICT SOC is back and raring to go 
– extra heel padding and a closer fit to hold 
your foot in place, plus more breathable stretch 
knit to keep you cool. The ride is still smoother-
than-smooth with Anatomic Decoupling for a 
natural foot movement, independent platforms 
for dynamic stability and EnergyCell™+ 
cushioning for that bouncy feeling.

$130 |  007150

8mm (28mm/20mm)

PREDICT SOC 2 | MEN 
The versatile running shoe for all-day comfort

L41621700

L41443300

L41621600

L41443600

Ponderosa Pine | Metal | Bright Green

Magnet | Black | Quiet Shade

Zen Blue | Mood Indigo | Evening Primrose

Autumn Blaze | Goji Berry | Black

CO

NEW NEW

(m) 8.3 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 22ROAD RUNNING

The PREDICT SOC is back and raring to go 
– extra heel padding and a closer fit to hold 
your foot in place, plus more breathable stretch 
knit to keep you cool. The ride is still smoother-
than-smooth with Anatomic Decoupling for a 
natural foot movement, independent platforms 
for dynamic stability and EnergyCell™+ 
cushioning for that bouncy feeling.

$130 | 007150

8mm (28mm/20mm)

PREDICT SOC 2 | WOMEN 
The versatile running shoe for all-day comfort

L41444000

L41622200

L41443800

L41622100

Crystal Blue | Delphinium Blue | Sirocco

Blooming Dahlia | Morganite | Blazing Orange

White | Black | Ebony

Spray | Duck Green | Earth Red

CO

NEW NEW

(w) 6.9 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 23ROAD RUNNING

The PREDICT MOD is about all-day comfort. 
With Anatomic Decoupling and Energy Cell+ 
technology, the shoe adapts to the way you 
move, providing inherent stability and ample 
cushioning. A molded heel collar encases 
your foot for frictionless comfort everywhere 
you go.

CO $100 | 005500

8mm (22mm/14mm)

PREDICT MOD | MEN 
A smooth, comfortable ride from dawn till dusk

L41432800
Black | Slate | Pacific

(m) 7.65 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 24ROAD RUNNING

The PREDICT MOD is about all-day comfort. 
With Anatomic Decoupling and Energy Cell+ 
technology, the shoe adapts to the way you 
move, providing inherent stability and ample 
cushioning. A molded heel collar encases 
your foot for frictionless comfort everywhere 
you go.

CO $100|  005500

8mm (22mm/14mm)

PREDICT MOD | WOMEN 
A smooth, comfortable ride from dawn till dusk

L41432900
Delphinium Blue | White | Lavender

(w) 6.52 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



T R A I L  R U N
S S 2 2



Spring/Summer  2022 26TRAIL RUNNING

When your trail running goals take you far 
and wide, you need a shoe that keeps you 
comfy all day long without weighing you 
down. That’s why we packed as much grip, fit 
and lightweight comfort into the new ULTRA 
GLIDE as possible. Together, you’ll be ready 
to glide through any long-distance challenge.

$140 | 007700

6mm (32mm/26mm)

ULTRA GLIDE | MEN  
Ultra-light comfort designed to go the distance

L41430500 L41579100 L41598300

L41608700L41598400

Black | Alloy | Goji Berry Crystal Teal | Barrier Reef | Goji Berry Biking Red | Lunar Rock | Evening Primrose

Black | Alloy | Goji BerryTrooper | Lunar Rock | Bright Green

CO

NEW

NEW

WIDE

NEW

(m) 9.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 27TRAIL RUNNING

When your trail running goals take you far 
and wide, you need a shoe that keeps you 
comfy all day long without weighing you 
down. That’s why we packed as much grip, fit 
and lightweight comfort into the new ULTRA 
GLIDE as possible. Together, you’ll be ready 
to glide through any long-distance challenge.

CO

NEW

NEW

$140 | 007700

6mm (32mm/26mm)

ULTRA GLIDE | WOMEN  
Ultra-light comfort designed to go the distance

L41553900 L41598700

L41608800

L41579200
Bluestone | Pearl Blue | Ebony Tulipwood | White | Tanager Turquoise

Bluestone | Pearl Blue | Ebony

Mecca Orange | Red Orange | Crystal Blue

WIDE

(w) 7.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 28TRAIL RUNNING

PULSAR TRAIL PRO is quick and nimble and 
packed with our most responsive tech to 
propel you forwards and keep your transitions 
smooth, however long the run. Energy Blade 
built into the springy midsole activates 
propulsion and drive, while Energy Surge foam 
gives your run extra pop and response. An 
anti-debris collar keeps out trail rubble.

NEW $150 | 008250

6mm (29mm/23mm)

PULSAR TRAIL/PRO | MEN  
Jet packs for your feet, ready for trail take-off.

L41593400

L41593600

L41593500
Estate Blue | Night Sky | Dazzling Blue

Leek Green | Green Moss | Black

Purple Heather | Poppy Red | Black

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 8.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 29TRAIL RUNNING

PULSAR TRAIL PRO is quick and nimble and 
packed with our most responsive tech to 
propel you forwards and keep your transitions 
smooth, however long the run. Energy Blade 
built into the springy midsole activates 
propulsion and drive, while Energy Surge foam 
gives your run extra pop and response. An 
anti-debris collar keeps out trail rubble.

NEW $150 | 008250

6mm (29mm/23mm)

PULSAR TRAIL/PRO | WOMEN  
Jet packs for your feet, ready for trail take-off.

L41608200 L41608300
Grape Wine | Night Sky | Lunar Rock Purple Heather | Amparo Blue | Blazing Orange

NEW NEW

(w) 8.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 30TRAIL RUNNING

Make every day feel like your best day 
on the trails. PULSAR TRAIL features our 
soft and springy Energy Surge midsole for 
lively response and fluid, smooth transitions, 
coupled with Energy Blade for propulsion. 
A higher stack height brings added comfort 
underfoot.

NEW $130 | 007150

6mm (32.6mm/26.6mm)

PULSAR TRAIL  | MEN  
Fast, responsive and fun for your daily trail runs.

L41602700

L41603200

L41602900

L41603600

Lunar Rock | Black | Dazzling Blue

Black | Clematis Blue | Blazing Orange

Poppy Red | Biking Red | Black

Vibrant Orange | Vanilla Ice | Black

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

(m) 9.8 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 31TRAIL RUNNING

Make every day feel like your best day 
on the trails. PULSAR TRAIL features our 
soft and springy Energy Surge midsole for 
lively response and fluid, smooth transitions, 
coupled with Energy Blade for propulsion. 
A higher stack height brings added comfort 
underfoot.

NEW $130 | 007150

6mm (32.6mm/26.6mm)

PULSAR TRAIL  | WOMEN  
Fast, responsive and fun for your daily trail runs.

L41604600

L41615100

L41615000
Quail | Lunar Rock | Poppy Red

Blazing Orange | Vanilla Ice | Easter Egg Orange

Velvet Morning | Black | Blazing Orange

NEW

NEW

NEW

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 32TRAIL RUNNING

Make a smooth transition to the trails with this 
lightweight and dynamic shoe. HYPULSE is 
built on a lively and responsive duo of Energy 
Blade and Fuze Surge foam and delivers a 
fluid, efficient stride. This comfortable trail 
runner has a host of trail-ready essential tech 
to take you to your better, faster self.

NEW $100 | 005500

8.5mm (31.5mm/23mm)

HYPULSE  | MEN  
Take your running to the trails, 
they’re closer than you think.

L41684900

L41685200

L41594900

L41685100

Black | Rainy Day | Black

Magnet | Poppy Red | Black

Lunar Rock | Vibrant Orange | Poppy Red

Dazzling Blue | Black | Vibrant Orange

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

(m) 9.6 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 33TRAIL RUNNING

Make a smooth transition to the trails with this 
lightweight and dynamic shoe. HYPULSE is 
built on a lively and responsive duo of Energy 
Blade and Fuze Surge foam and delivers a 
fluid, efficient stride. This comfortable trail 
runner has a host of trail-ready essential tech 
to take you to your better, faster self.

NEW $100 | 005500

8.5mm (31.5mm/23mm)

HYPULSE  | WOMEN  
Take your running to the trails, 
they’re closer than you think.

L41595300

L41595800

L41595600
Black | Quail | Rainy Day

White | Almond Cream | Purple Heather

Grape Wine | Rainy Day | Green Moss

NEW

NEW

NEW

(w)  8.2 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 34TRAIL RUNNING

A lively and comfortable trail running shoe for 
an easy transition from the concrete to earthy 
lanes. Covering all the basics, IMPULSE is 
comfortable, cushioned and smooth, with 
just the right amount of protection. A real 
multitasking, multi-activity shoe.

NEW $85 | 004675

8.5mm (31.5mm/23mm)

IMPULSE  | MEN  
A fun and easy trail running shoe
to take your adventures off road.

L41597400

L41597000

L41597900
Lunar Rock | Black | Leek Green

Black | Lunar Rock | Black

Estate Blue | Dazzling Blue | Vibrant Orange

NEW

NEW

NEW

(m)  8.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 35TRAIL RUNNING

A lively and comfortable trail running shoe for 
an easy transition from the concrete to earthy 
lanes. Covering all the basics, IMPULSE is 
comfortable, cushioned and smooth, with 
just the right amount of protection. A real 
multitasking, multi-activity shoe.

NEW $85 | 004675

8.5mm (31.5mm/23mm)

IMPULSE  | WOMEN  
A fun and easy trail running shoe
to take your adventures off road.

L41598200 L41598500
Grape Wine | Rainy Day | Vibrant Orange White | Rainy Day | Purple Heather

NEW NEW

(w)  7.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 36TRAIL RUNNING

This updated version of the all-round SENSE 
RIDE is just as comfy and responsive with the 
soft Optivibe™ cushioning you love. But now 
it has an even more durable and breathable 
upper featuring new anti-debris mesh, as well 
as waterproof  GORE-TEX Invisible Fit for full 
weather protection. With a secure foothold, 
you’ll be ready to take off on new adventures, 
near and far.

CO $160 | 008800

8mm (27mm/19mm)

SENSE RIDE 4 INV GTX® | MEN 
The go-to trail shoe for all your adventures

L41377800L41307100
Stormy Weather | Quarry | Cherry TomatoBlack | Quiet Shade | Black

(m) 10.2 oz

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 37TRAIL RUNNING

This updated version of the all-round SENSE 
RIDE is just as comfy and responsive with the 
soft Optivibe™ cushioning you love. But now 
it has an even more durable and breathable 
upper featuring new anti-debris mesh, as well 
as waterproof  GORE-TEX Invisible Fit for full 
weather protection. With a secure foothold, 
you’ll be ready to take off on new adventures, 
near and far.

CO $160 | 008800

8mm (27mm/19mm)

SENSE RIDE 4 INV GTX® | WOMEN 
The go-to trail shoe for all your adventures

L41306900
Slate | Monument | Pastel Turquoise

(w) 10.2 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP



Spring/Summer  2022 38TRAIL RUNNING

This updated version of the all-round SENSE 
RIDE is just as comfy and responsive with 
the soft Optivibe™ cushioning you love. The 
upper effortlessly optimizes your foothold, 
especially around the heel, and features really 
resistant, anti-debris mesh. You’ll be ready to 
take off on new adventures, near and far.

$120 | 006600

8mm (27mm/19mm)

SENSE RIDE 4 | MEN 
The go-to trail shoe for all your adventures

L41690700L41450000
Vibrant Orange | Ebony | QuarryPearl Blue | Ebony | Red Orange

CO

NEW

(m) 10.2 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41210400
Copen Blue | Black | Evening Primrose

L41378100
Black | Goji Berry | Phantom



Spring/Summer  2022 39TRAIL RUNNING

This updated version of the all-round SENSE 
RIDE is just as comfy and responsive with 
the soft Optivibe™ cushioning you love. The 
upper effortlessly optimizes your foothold, 
especially around the heel, and features really 
resistant, anti-debris mesh. You’ll be ready to 
take off on new adventures, near and far.

$120 | 006600

8mm (27mm/19mm)

SENSE RIDE 4 | WOMEN 
The go-to trail shoe for all your adventures

L41450200

L41690800L41450300

L41305300
Delphinium Blue | Mallard Blue | Lavender

Purple Heather | Ebony | Blazing OrangeSirocco | Peachy Keen | Red Orange

Winetasting | Quiet Shade | Ebony
CO

NEW

(w) 8.2 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This season the ultra-grippy CROSS 2 /PRO 
is back with a new heel counter to optimize 
the fit and up the comfort. You still get stacks 
of grip and stability to keep you performing 
to your best in those tougher-than-tough 
conditions. Not to mention MULTI-FIT 
technology that adapts to your foot shape 
and foot-hold preference.

$160 | 008800

8mm (25mm/17mm)

CROSS 2 /PRO | MEN 
The PRO trail running shoe for speeding 
up in tough conditions

L41369600
Black | Monument | Stormy Weather

CO

(m) 10.2 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This season the ultra-grippy CROSS 2 /PRO W 
is back with a new heel counter to optimize the 
fit and up the comfort. You still get stacks of grip 
and stability to keep you performing to your best 
in those tougher-than-tough conditions. Not to 
mention MULTI-FIT technology that adapts to 
your foot shape and foot-hold preference.

$160 | 008800

8mm (25mm/17mm)

CROSS 2 /PRO | WOMEN 
The PRO trail running shoe for speeding 
up in tough conditions

L41457000
Black | Ebony | Stormy Weather

CO

(w) 5.6 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The WILDCROSS 2 GTX is made for running 
in all the wild places you like to go. This 
season, the upper is even more comfy and 
flexible with sporty lines and plenty of  
get-up-and-go. This waterproof shoe likes to 
go far and fast, whether you’re on a muddy 
local trail or whizzing through the wilderness. 
Go on, embrace your wilder self.

CO $160 | 008800

8mm (25mm/17mm)

WILDCROSS 2 GTX | MEN 
A lightweight, waterproof all-terrain 
running shoe with aggressive grip

L41455400
Black | Ebony | Ebony

(m) 10.9 oz 

(m) 7-13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The WILDCROSS 2 GTX W is made for 
running in all the wild places you like to go. 
This season, the upper is even more comfy 
and flexible with sporty lines and plenty of 
get-up-and-go. This waterproof shoe likes to 
go far and fast, whether you’re on a muddy 
local trail or whizzing through the wilderness. 
Go on, embrace your wilder self.

CO $160 | 008800

8mm (25mm/17mm)

WILDCROSS 2 GTX | WOMEN 
A lightweight, waterproof all-terrain 
running shoe with aggressive grip

L41457900
Bluestone | Ebony | Sirocco

(w) 10.2 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The Wildcross 2 is made for running in all 
the wild places you like to go. This season, 
the upper is even more comfy and flexible 
with sporty lines, bright colors and plenty 
of get-up-and-go. This shoe likes to go far 
and fast, whether you’re on a local trail or 
whizzing through the wilderness. Try a pair 
and embrace your wilder self.

CO

NEW

$130 | 007150

8mm (25mm/17mm)

WILDCROSS 2 | MEN 
A lightweight all-terrain running 
shoe with aggressive grip

L41611500L41453600
Quarry | Black | LemonBlack | Quiet Shade | Green Gecko

(m) 10.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The Wildcross 2 W is made for running in all 
the wild places you like to go. This season, 
the upper is even more comfy and flexible 
with sporty lines, bright colors and plenty 
of get-up-and-go. This shoe likes to go far 
and fast, whether you’re on a local trail or 
whizzing through the wilderness. Try a pair 
and embrace your wilder self.

CO

NEW

$130 | 007150

8mm (25mm/17mm)

WILDCROSS 2 | WOMEN 
A lightweight all-terrain running 
shoe with aggressive grip

L41611800L41454000
Quail | Biking Red | MysteriosoIndia Ink | Quiet Shade | Royal Lilac

(w) 9.5 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Progressive in design, grippy and comfortable 
in delivery, the MADCROSS GTX will appeal 
to those with an alternative taste for trail 
adventuring. Featuring a softer midsole for 
a cushy reception, waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane, and multi-directional lugs set in a 
traction-packed outsole, this trail runner is a 
multi-tasker. Perfect for adventurous pathfinders.

$120 | 006600

8mm (24.3mm/16.3mm)

MADCROSS GTX | MEN 
A waterproof shoe for trail adventures, 
designed for grip & brute strength

L41441000
Black | Black | Black

CO

(m) 11.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Progressive in design, grippy and comfortable 
in delivery, the MADCROSS GTX will appeal 
to those with an alternative taste for trail 
adventuring. Featuring a softer midsole for 
a cushy reception, waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane, and multi-directional lugs set in a 
traction-packed outsole, this trail runner is a 
multi-tasker. Perfect for adventurous pathfinders.

$120 | 006600

8mm (24.3mm/16.3mm)

MADCROSS GTX | WOMEN 
A waterproof shoe for trail adventures, 
designed for grip & brute strength

L41441300
Winetasting | India Ink | Mocha Mousse

CO

(w) 9.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Progressive in design, grippy and 
comfortable in delivery, the MADCROSS 
will appeal to those with an alternative 
taste for trail adventuring. Featuring a softer 
midsole for a cushy reception and multi-
directional lugs set in a traction-packed 
outsole, this trail runner is a multi-tasker. 
Perfect for adventurous pathfinders.

CO

NEW

$100 | 005500

8mm (24.3mm/16.3mm)

MADCROSS | MEN 
A shoe for trail adventures, designed 
for grip and brute strength

L41599100L41348800
Wrought Iron | Olivine | Vibrant OrangeBlack | Green Gecko | Quiet Shade

(m) 10.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Progressive in design, grippy and 
comfortable in delivery, the MADCROSS 
will appeal to those with an alternative 
taste for trail adventuring. Featuring a softer 
midsole for a cushy reception and multi-
directional lugs set in a traction-packed 
outsole, this trail runner is a multi-tasker. 
Perfect for adventurous pathfinders.

CO

NEW

$100 | 005500

8mm (24.3mm/16.3mm)

MADCROSS | WOMEN 
A shoe for trail adventures, designed 
for grip and brute strength

L41600500L41441800
Leek Green | Olive Night | Blooming DahliaIndia Ink | Royal Lilac | Quiet Shade

(w) 8.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The latest version of the icon. SPEEDCROSS 
5 GORE-TEX has a new GORE-TEX 
construction with a floating tongue that 
improves comfort and streamlines the overall 
look and feel of the shoe. It maintains the 
renown grip, outstanding cushioning, and 
precise fit that have made this shoe a favorite.

$150 | 008250

10mm (37.4mm/27.4mm)

SPEEDCROSS 5 GTX | MEN 
Unmatched grip and fit, 
with full weather protection.

L40795300

L41612300 L41612400

L41461300
Black | Black | Phantom

Mallard Blue | Wrought Iron | Vibrant Orange Black | Green Moss | Sky Diver

Monument | Black | Saffron

CO

NEW NEW

(m) 11.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The latest version of the icon. SPEEDCROSS 
5 GORE-TEX has a new GORE-TEX 
construction with a floating tongue that 
improves comfort and streamlines the overall 
look and feel of the shoe. It maintains the 
renown grip, outstanding cushioning, and 
precise fit that have made this shoe a favorite.

$150 | 008250

10mm (37.4mm/27.4mm)

SPEEDCROSS 5 GTX | WOMEN 
Unmatched grip and fit, 
with full weather protection.

L41612800L41461600

L41612900

Wrought Iron | Spray | Antique MossDelphinium Blue | Mallard Blue | Lavender

Mysterioso | Quail | Sirocco

CO

NEW

NEW

(w) 10.2 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The latest version of the icon. SPEEDCROSS 
5 is the most refined version yet, with more 
stability, a more dynamic upper and even 
better grip than it’s predecessors. And this 
wider version has 12mm more circumference 
than the standard fit, to enable more people 
to experience the legend.

$130 | 007150

10mm (35mm/25mm)

SPEEDCROSS 5 | MEN 
Legendary grip and precision, in a wider last.

L41042900

L41609500

L40684000 L40968100

L41609600 L41638900

L40981300L40793500

Magnet | Black | Phantom

Sky Diver | Black | White

Black | Black | Phantom Grape Leaf | Black | Phantom

Duck Green | Black | Evening Primrose Rainy Day | Amparo Blue | Bright Green

Grape Leaf | Black | PhantomBlack | Black | Phantom

CO

NEW NEW NEW

WIDEWIDE

(m) 9.8 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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To create the next generation SPEEDCROSS 
5 W, we went back to the source code, 
capitalizing on the values that make 
SPEEDCROSS legendary. Even more grip, 
and a more dynamic upper set a new high-
bar on performance and fit. And with better 
stability and a refined look, a new legend 
has arrived.

$130 | 007150

10mm (35mm/25mm)

SPEEDCROSS 5 | WOMEN 
Legendary grip and precision, in a wider last.

L41609900

L40684900

L41609800

L41462400 L41309300

L41463100

L41676900
Blooming Dahlia | Black | Vibrant Orange

Black | Black | Phantom

Wrought Iron | Spray | White

Bluestone | Night Sky | Selphinium Blue Trellis | Stormy Weather | Phantom

Bluestoner | Night Sky | Delphinium Blue

Purple Heather | Black | Mint Leaf

CO

NEW

NEW

WIDE

NEW NEW

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SUPERCROSS 3 GORE-TEX is a 
waterproof trail running shoe that does what 
it says it will. Powerful grip that sinks its teeth 
into the ground and propels you onwards 
and upwards, a fit that hugs your heels down 
and holds them in, and SensiFit™ built into 
the upper to wrap your foot snugly. Not to 
mention lots of GORE-TEX to keep the wet out.

$130 | 007150

10mm (35.8mm/25.8mm)

SUPERCROSS 3 GTX | MEN
Power, grip, waterproof protection 
and that little bit of extraordinary

L41453900
Olive Night | Wrought Iron | Black

CO

(m) 11.8 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SUPERCROSS 3 GORE-TEX is a 
waterproof trail running shoe that does what 
it says it will. Powerful grip that sinks its teeth 
into the ground and propels you onwards 
and upwards, a fit that hugs your heels down 
and holds them in, and SensiFit™ built into 
the upper to wrap your foot snugly. Not to 
mention lots of GORE-TEX to keep the wet out.

$130 | 007150

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

SUPERCROSS 3 GTX | WOMEN 
Power, grip, waterproof protection 
and that little bit of extraordinary

L41456400
India Ink | Vanilla Ice | Peachy Keen

CO

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SUPERCROSS 3 is a trail running shoe 
that does what it says it will. Powerful grip that 
sinks its teeth into the ground and propels you 
onwards and upwards, a fit that hugs your 
heels and holds them in, and SensiFit™ built 
into the upper to wrap your foot comfortably 
and snugly.

$110 | 006050

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

SUPERCROSS 3 | MEN 
Power, grip and just that little bit of extraordinary

L41450400 L41602300
Ebony | Lunar Rock | Quiet Shade Wrought Iron | White | Antique Moss

CO

NEW

(m) 10.7 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SUPERCROSS 3 is a trail running shoe 
that does what it says it will. Powerful grip that 
sinks its teeth into the ground and propels you 
onwards and upwards, a fit that hugs your 
heels and holds them in, and SensiFit™ built 
into the upper to wrap your foot comfortably 
and snugly.

$110 | 006050

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

SUPERCROSS 3 | WOMEN 
Power, grip and just that little bit of extraordinary

L41452800 L41602600
Delphinium Blue | White | Bluestone Wrought Iron | Nimbus Cloud | Mysterioso

CO

NEW

(w) 9.1oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The perfect partner for both trails and laps 
around the park, the ALPHACROSS 3 
GTX gives you all the grip and waterproof 
protection you need. This season, we’ve 
updated the fit to hold your foot in place as 
you push off – so you can channel all that 
energy and power!

$110 | 006050

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

ALPHACROSS 3 GTX | MEN 
Power and grip for fast off-road adventures

L41446700
Legion Blue | Mallard Blue | Night Sky

CO

(m) 11.2 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The perfect partner for both trails and laps 
around the park, the ALPHACROSS 3 
GTX gives you all the grip and waterproof 
protection you need. This season, we’ve 
updated the fit to hold your foot in place as 
you push off – so you can channel all that 
energy and power!

$110 | 006050

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

ALPHACROSS 3 GTX | WOMEN 
Power and grip for fast off-road adventures

L41447500
Bluestone | White | Mallard Blue

CO

(w) 9.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The perfect partner for both trails and laps 
around the park, the ALPHACROSS 3 gives 
you all the grip and protection you need. 
This season, we’ve updated the fit to hold 
your foot in place as you push off – so you 
can channel all that energy and power!

$90 | 004950

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

ALPHACROSS 3 | MEN 
Power and grip for fast off-road adventures

L41599800L41445700

L41599300

Antique Moss | Black | OlivineTropper | White | Magnet

Black | White | Leek Green

CO
NEW

NEW

(m) 10.7 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The perfect partner for both trails and laps 
around the park, the ALPHACROSS 3 gives 
you all the grip and protection you need. 
This season, we’ve updated the fit to hold 
your foot in place as you push off – so you 
can channel all that energy and power!

$90 | 004950

10mm (29.3mm/19.3mm)

ALPHACROSS 3 | WOMEN 
Power and grip for fast off-road adventures

L41600000L41446500
Wrought Iron | Metal | Sun KissCrystal Blue | White | Delphinium BlueCO

NEW

(w) 8.9 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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$135 | 007425

9.9mm (31.3mm/21.4mm)

WINGS SKY 2 | MEN 
Speed-boosting support for 
technical mountain runners.

L41619200 L41620900
Oil Green | Black | Evening Primrose Trooper | Black | Bright Green

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 10.5 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

Wings Sky 2 is a technical running shoe designed 
for adventurous trail runners who want to take their 
running to the next level. This updated version is 
lighter, quicker and amazingly stable with 35% 
more support for increased speed and reduced 
fatigue. Components made from recycled material 
is a little bit that goes a long way.
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Wings Sky 2 is a technical running shoe designed 
for adventurous trail runners who want to take their 
running to the next level. This updated version is 
lighter, quicker and amazingly stable with 35% 
more support for increased speed and reduced 
fatigue. Components made from recycled material 
is a little bit that goes a long way.

$135 | 007425

9.9mm (31.3mm/21.4mm)

WINGS SKY 2 | WOMEN 
Speed-boosting support for 
technical mountain runners.

L41631200 L41631300
Ponderosa | Black | Evening Primrose Quarry | Ebony | Zen Blue

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 10.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to accompany you in the wilderness, 
the supportive, multi-purpose XA WILD GTX 
provides the ideal balance between comfort 
and protection. The Contagrip® outsole 
offers durable traction in any conditions, 
the waterproof Gore-Tex membrane keeps 
your feet dry and the optimized 3D chassis 
gives you extra stability on longer, more 
unpredictable outings.

CO $150 | 008250

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA WILD GTX | MEN 
The multi-functional waterproof shoe
for adventures in the wild

L41454200
Vintage Kaki | Peat | Amazon

(m) 13.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to accompany you in the wilderness, 
the supportive, multi-purpose XA WILD GTX 
provides the ideal balance between comfort 
and protection. The Contagrip® outsole 
offers durable traction in any conditions, 
the waterproof Gore-Tex membrane keeps 
your feet dry and the optimized 3D chassis 
gives you extra stability on longer, more 
unpredictable outings.

CO $150 | 008250

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA WILD GTX | WOMEN 
The multi-functional waterproof shoe
for adventures in the wild

L41275100
Copen Blue| Dark Denium | Kentucky Blue

(w) 11.4 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to accompany you out in the 
wilderness, the supportive, multi-purpose XA 
WILD provides the ideal balance between 
comfort and protection. Combining traction 
and durability, the Contagrip® outsole keeps 
you on track whatever the conditions, while the 
optimized 3D chassis gives you extra stability 
on longer, more unpredictable outings.

CO

NEW

$130 | 007150

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA WILD | MEN 
The multi-functional shoe for 
adventures in the wild

L41630100L40978700
Fall Leaf | Black | Green MossBlack | Black | Black

(m) 12.5 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to accompany you out in the 
wilderness, the supportive, multi-purpose XA 
WILD provides the ideal balance between 
comfort and protection. Combining traction 
and durability, the Contagrip® outsole keeps 
you on track whatever the conditions, while the 
optimized 3D chassis gives you extra stability 
on longer, more unpredictable outings.

CO

NEW

$130 | 007150

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA WILD | WOMEN 
The multi-functional shoe for 
adventures in the wild

L41630300
Ashes Of Roses | Magnet | Burnt Sienna

(w) 10.5 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This updated version of the iconic XA PRO 3D 
GTX is lighter and softer, while retaining all 
the essential benefits of the original (stability, 
cushioning and grip). Featuring Contagrip® 
premium wet compound, a waterproof Gore-
Tex membrane and improved 3D chassis, this 
shoe effortlessly accompanies you wherever 
the trail takes you.

$150 | 008250

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA PRO 3D V8 GTX | MEN
The legendary waterproof outdoor 
shoe for all-round performance

L40989200

L41629200

L41042800

L40988900

L41444400

Ebony | Caramel Cafe | Black

Legion Blue | Blithe | Pearl Blue

Ebony | Caramel Cafe | Black

Black | Black | Black

Night Sky | Red Orange | Safari

CO

NEW

WIDE

(m) 13 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This updated version of the iconic XA PRO 3D 
GTX is lighter and softer, while retaining all 
the essential benefits of the original (stability, 
cushioning and grip). Featuring Contagrip® 
premium wet compound, a waterproof Gore-
Tex membrane and improved 3D chassis, this 
shoe effortlessly accompanies you wherever 
the trail takes you.

$150 | 008250

11mm (19mm/8mm)

XA PRO 3D V8 GTX | WOMEN 
The legendary waterproof outdoor 
shoe for all-round performance

L41629600L41629400
Legion Blue | Trooper | Mint LeafWrought Iron | Burnt Sienna | Biking Red

CO

NEWNEW

(w) 11.1 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This updated version of the iconic XA PRO 
3D is lighter and softer, while retaining all 
the essential benefits of the original (stability, 
cushioning and grip). Featuring Contagrip® 
premium wet compound and an improved 
3D chassis, this shoe effortlessly accompanies 
you wherever the trail takes you.

$130 | 007150

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA PRO 3D V8 | MEN 
The legendary outdoor shoe for 
all-round performance

L40987500 L41439900

L41689200

L41689100

L40988200

Grape Leaf | Peat | Shadow Barrier Reef | Fall Leaf | Bronze Brown

Black | Black | Magnet

Black | Black | Magnet

Grape Leaf | Peat | Shadow

CO

NEW

NEW

WIDE WIDE

(m) 11.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41627400
Lunar Rock | Evening Primrose | Olivine

NEW
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This updated version of the iconic XA PRO 
3D is lighter and softer, while retaining all 
the essential benefits of the original (stability, 
cushioning and grip). Featuring Contagrip® 
premium wet compound and an improved 
3D chassis, this shoe effortlessly accompanies 
you wherever the trail takes you.

$130 | 007150

11mm (28mm/17mm)

XA PRO 3D V8 | WOMEN 
The legendary outdoor shoe for 
all-round performance

L41272100

L41627600

L41271700
Ashley Blue | Ebony | Opal blue

Frozen Dew | Blooming Dahlia | Vanilla Ice

Winetasting | Night Sky | Almond Cream

CO

NEW

(w) 10.5 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed for long expeditions and tough 
conditions, the QUEST is grippy and supportive. 
We’ve updated the chassis to target sensitive 
articulations and wrap the foot for extra support, 
while also keeping your stride fluid. No matter 
how tired you are or how heavy your pack, 
the QUEST 4 GORE-TEX ensures a stable yet 
smooth ride on any terrain.

CO

NEW

$230 | 012650

12mm (34mm/22mm)

QUEST 4 GTX | MEN 
The stable & supportive backpacking shoe 
that delivers a smooth ride

L41292600L41292500

L41630700

Magnet | Black | QuarryOlive Night | Peat | Safari

Desert Palm | Black | Kelp

(m) 23.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed for long expeditions and tough 
conditions, the QUEST is grippy and supportive. 
We’ve updated the chassis to target sensitive 
articulations and wrap the foot for extra support, 
while also keeping your stride fluid. No matter 
how tired you are or how heavy your pack, 
the QUEST 4 GORE-TEX ensures a stable yet 
smooth ride on any terrain.

CO $230 | 012650

12mm (34mm/22mm)

QUEST 4 GTX | WOMEN 
The stable & supportive backpacking 
shoe that delivers a smooth ride

(w) 18.8 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41387000
Slate | Trooper | Opal Blue

L41293000
Sirocco | Mocha Mousse | Almond Cream
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L41457100
Black | Deep Lichen Green | Olive Night

HIKE

When wild places and unknown paths call, 
you need a backpacking shoe designed for 
adventures. With premium Nubuck leather, 
GORE-TEX protection and a higher cut, 
the QUEST ELEMENT GORE-TEX protects 
you from obstacles and the elements. While 
the lightweight construction and stabilizing 
chassis keep you agile at every step.

CO $180 | 009900

10mm (26.5mm/16.5mm)

QUEST ELEMENT GTX | MEN 
The daring backpacking shoe for 
venturing into the wild

L41457300
Cumin | Bleached Sand | Saffron

(m) 19.2 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41457200
Chocolate Plum | Madder Brown | Goji Berry
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When wild places and unknown paths call, 
you need a backpacking shoe designed for 
adventures. With premium Nubuck leather, 
GORE-TEX protection and a higher cut, 
the QUEST ELEMENT GORE-TEX protects 
you from obstacles and the elements. While 
the lightweight construction and stabilizing 
chassis keep you agile at every step.

$180 | 009900

10mm (26.5mm/16.5mm)

QUEST ELEMENT GTX | WOMEN 
The daring backpacking shoe for 
venturing into the wild

L41457500L41457400
Safari | Vanilla Ice | Mecca OrangeEbony | Rainy Day | Stormy Weather

(w) 17.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

CO
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Lightweight with a modern look, the 
OUTWARD GORE-TEX shoe combines 
resistance, durability and a simplified 
construction to offer you all the backpacking 
essentials you need – including a durable 
leather upper, Energy Cell midsole for extra 
bounce and advanced chassis. With optimized 
grip, you can take on new challenges across 
any terrain.

CO $150 | 008250

12mm (29.5mm/17.5mm)

OUTWARD GTX | MEN
The daring backpacking shoe for 
venturing into the wild

L40957900
Peat | Black | Burnt Olive

(m) 15.8 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Lightweight with a modern look, the 
OUTWARD GORE-TEX shoe combines 
resistance, durability and a simplified 
construction to offer you all the backpacking 
essentials you need – including a durable 
leather upper, Energy Cell midsole for extra 
bounce and advanced chassis. With optimized 
grip, you can take on new challenges across 
any terrain.

CO $150 | 008250

12mm (29.5mm/17.5mm)

OUTWARD GTX | WOMEN 
The durable lightweight backpacking shoe 
for outdoor adventures

L41288300
Peppercorn | Black | Brick Dust

(w) 13.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Transition from one playing field to the next 
in a progressive and sturdy outdoor shoe. 
The CAPTIV GORE-TEX has a full checklist 
of features for the switch from city to outdoor 
adventure – a modern, extra-resistant Matryx® 
EVO upper, springy Fuze Surge midsole and 
grippy Contagrip® rubber sole. Not mention a 
waterproof GORE-TEX membrane.

$180 | 009900

12mm (32.5mm/20.5mm)

CAPTIV GTX 
A waterproof outdoor shoe for leaping 
out of the urban jungle into the wild

L41617200L41539700

L41617300

Moonscape | Black | Stormy WeatherVanilla Ice | Black | Vibrant Orange

Fall Leaf | Black | Evening Primrose

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

(u) 11.2 oz 

(u) 4-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This shoe is built in the new Advanced Shoe 
Factory in Annecy France. This progressive 
and sturdy shoe has a full array of features 
from city to outdoor, including the Matryx 
EVO upper. Take this thing anytwhere.

$160 | 008800

12mm (32.5mm/20.5mm)

CAPTIV 
A waterproof outdoor shoe for leaping 
out of the urban jungle into the wild. 

L41609000L41604200

L41689000

Wrought Iron | White | OrangeBleached Sand | Black | Orange

Bleached Sand |Trooper | Evening Primrose

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW

(u) 11.2 oz 

(u) 4-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A hiking shoe to stand out from the crowd, 
the PREDICT HIKE GORE-TEX ensures a 
comfortable stride on any given path. With 
Energy Surge technology for long-lasting 
cushioning, this outdoor all-rounder has 
GORE-TEX to keep the weather out and deep 
lugs that hold ground on any terrain.

$170 | 009350

14mm (33.5mm/19.5mm)

PREDICT HIKE MID GTX | MEN 
A plush hiking shoe that conforms to 
your stride and adapts to the terrain

L41613500L41461000
Black | Trooper | Blazing OrangeBlack | Aqua Gray | Royal Lilac

CO

NEW

(m) 14.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A hiking shoe to stand out from the crowd, 
the PREDICT HIKE GORE-TEX ensures a 
comfortable stride on any given path. With 
Energy Surge technology for long-lasting 
cushioning, this outdoor all-rounder has 
GORE-TEX to keep the weather out and deep 
lugs that hold ground on any terrain.

$170 | 009350

14mm (33.5mm/19.5mm)

PREDICT HIKE MID GTX | WOMEN 
A plush hiking shoe that conforms to your 
stride and adapts to the terrain

L41460600L41460500

L41460700

Mecca Orange | Madder Brown | Crystal BlueVintage Kaki | Black | Mocha Mousse

Mallard Blue | Delphinium Blue | Mocha Mousse

CO

(w) 14.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A hiking shoe to stand out from the crowd, 
the PREDICT HIKE GORE-TEX ensures a 
comfortable stride on any given path. With 
Energy Surge technology for long-lasting 
cushioning, this outdoor all-rounder has 
GORE-TEX to keep the weather out and deep 
lugs that hold ground on any terrain.

$150 | 008250

14mm (33.5mm/19.5mm)

PREDICT HIKE GTX | MEN
A plush hiking shoe that conforms to 
your stride and adapts to the terrain

L41599600L41599400
Black | Trooper | Blazing OrangeEbony | Black | Stormy Weather

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 12.0 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A hiking shoe to stand out from the crowd, 
the PREDICT HIKE GORE-TEX ensures a 
comfortable stride on any given path. With 
Energy Surge technology for long-lasting 
cushioning, this outdoor all-rounder has 
GORE-TEX to keep the weather out and deep 
lugs that hold ground on any terrain.

$150 | 008250

14mm (33.5mm/19.5mm)

PREDICT HIKE GTX | WOMEN
A plush hiking shoe that conforms to 
your stride and adapts to the terrain

L41601000L41600900
Spray | Duck Green | Blooming DahliaStormy Weather | Ebony | Tanager Turquoise

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 10.3 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The completely new CROSSHIKE is designed 
for any conditions, anywhere in the world: 
multi-directional lugs, a seamless, closed-
mesh construction and waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane. Agile yet really grippy, this mid-
height shoe cushions your ankle and keeps 
you on track whether your adventures take 
you, from the Lake District to Iceland.

$170 | 009350

10mm (27.7mm/17.7mm)

CROSS HIKE MID GTX | MEN 
The outdoor shoe that loves 
challenging conditions

L41118600L41118500

L41626900

Magnet | Black | Lime PunchPhantom | Black | Ebony

Olivine | Magnet | Gumia

CO

NEW

(m) 10.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The completely new CROSSHIKE is designed 
for any conditions, anywhere in the world: 
multi-directional lugs, a seamless, closed-
mesh construction and waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane. Agile yet really grippy, this mid-
height shoe cushions your ankle and keeps 
you on track whether your adventures take 
you, from the Lake District to Iceland.

$170 | 009350

10mm (27.7mm/17.7mm)

CROSS HIKE MID GTX | WOMEN 
The outdoor shoe that loves 
challenging conditions

L41118900

L41627000 L41429600

Lead | Stormy Weather |Charlock

Olivine | Olive Night | Spray Grape Juice| Frost Gray | Royal Lilac

CO

NEW

(w) 11.9 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41118800
Phantom | Black | Ebony
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The CROSS HIKE GORE-TEX is designed 
for any conditions, anywhere in the world: 
multi-directional lugs, a seamless, closed-
mesh construction and waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane. Agile yet really grippy, this new 
low version is even lighter and gives you more 
freedom of movement, wherever your adventures 
take you from the Lake District to Iceland.

$160 | 008800

10mm (27.7mm/17.7mm)

CROSS HIKE GTX | MEN 
The outdoor shoe that loves 
challenging conditions

L41293300L41293100

L41626700

Quiet Shade | Black | ButterscotchPhantom | Black | Monument

Olive Night | Magnet | Sky Diver

CO

NEW

(m) 13.5 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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$160 | 008800

10mm (27.7mm/17.7mm)

CROSS HIKE GTX | WOMEN
The outdoor shoe that loves 
challenging conditions

L41626800L41293600
Leek Green | Olive Night | SpraySlate | Trooper | Almond Cream

CO

NEW

(w) 11.4 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

The CROSS HIKE GORE-TEX is designed 
for any conditions, anywhere in the world: 
multi-directional lugs, a seamless, closed-
mesh construction and waterproof Gore-Tex 
membrane. Agile yet really grippy, this new 
low version is even lighter and gives you more 
freedom of movement, wherever your adventures 
take you from the Lake District to Iceland.
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A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE MID 
GORE-TEX is as adaptable as it is dependable. 
Protective and grippy and built on a midsole 
with premium energy return and cushioning, 
thanks to our new Fuze Surge foam compound. 
Rewrite your outdoor adventure.

$150 | 008250

10mm (31.7mm/21.7mm)

OUTPULSE MID GTX | MEN
Premium energy return and cushioning 
in a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41588900L41588800

L41589500

Wrought Iron | Black | Vibrant OrangeBlack | Ebony | Vanilla Ice

Ebony | Bleached Sand | Vibrant Orange

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 13.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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$150 | 008250

OUTPULSE MID GTX | WOMEN
Premium energy return and cushioning in 
a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41593800L41593700

L41625600

Wrought Iron | Ebony | Blazing OrangeStormy Weather | Black | Wrought Iron

Grape Wine | Vanilla Ice | Poppy Red

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 11.5 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE MID 
GORE-TEX is as adaptable as it is dependable. 
Protective and grippy and built on a midsole 
with premium energy return and cushioning, 
thanks to our new Fuze Surge foam compound. 
Rewrite your outdoor adventure.

10mm (31.7mm/21.7mm)
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A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE GORE-TEX 
is as adaptable as it is dependable. Protective 
and grippy and built on a midsole with premium 
energy return and cushioning, thanks to our 
new Fuze Surge foam compound. Rewrite your 
outdoor adventure.

$135 | 007425

10mm (31.7mm/21.7mm)

OUTPULSE GTX | MEN
Premium energy return and cushioning in 
a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41588100L41587800

L41588200 L41588700

Bleached Sand | Black | Poppy RedMagnet | Black | Wrought Iron

Leek Green | Black | Tobacco Brown Magnet | Black | Wrought Iron

NEW

NEW NEW

WIDE

NEW NEW

(m) 12.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE GORE-TEX 
is as adaptable as it is dependable. Protective 
and grippy and built on a midsole with premium 
energy return and cushioning, thanks to our 
new Fuze Surge foam compound. Rewrite your 
outdoor adventure.

$135 | 007425

10mm (31.7mm/21.7mm)

OUTPULSE GTX | WOMEN
Premium energy return and cushioning in 
a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41689700L41588300

L41588500 L41588600

Tulipwood | Black | Poppy RedBlack | Stormy Weather | Vanilla Ice

Mood Indigo | Leek Green | Easter Egg Apricot Buff | Black | Tulipwood

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 12.4 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE is as 
adaptable as it is dependable. Protective and 
grippy and built on a midsole with premium 
energy return and cushioning, thanks to our 
new Fuze Surge foam compound. Rewrite your 
outdoor adventure.

$115 | 006325

10mm (30.2mm/20.2mm)

OUTPULSE | MEN
Premium energy return and cushioning in 
a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41585100L41584900
Wrought Iron | Bleached Sand | Vibrant OrangeBlack | Leek Green | Poppy Red

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 11.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A fully charged hiking shoe to propel you 
forward on your outdoor exploits. Multi-faceted 
to match your mood, the OUTPULSE is as 
adaptable as it is dependable. Protective and 
grippy and built on a midsole with premium 
energy return and cushioning, thanks to our 
new Fuze Surge foam compound. Rewrite your 
outdoor adventure.

$115 | 006325

10mm (30.2mm/20.2mm)

OUTPULSE | WOMEN
Premium energy return and cushioning in 
a fun, over-achieving outdoor shoe.

L41688700L41585200
Fenugreek | Ebony | Blazing OrangeStormy Weather | Black | Wrought Iron

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Be inspired and let the OUTBOUND PRISM 
GORE-TEX take you to new places. This 
versatile outdoor shoe effortlessly adapts 
to all your explorations, whether you’re in 
the city or half-way up a mountain. With 
breathable mesh, soft fabrics, a waterproof 
GORE-TEX membrane and modern silhouette, 
it’s ready to take off and explore. Are you?

CO $100 | 005500

9mm (26.7mm/17.7mm)

OUTBOUND PRISM GTX | MEN
Embarking on fresh adventures in nature 
and the city

L41591000L41271000
Legion Blue | Mallard Blue | MonumentBlack | Black | Gum1a

NEW

(m) 10.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Be inspired and let the OUTBOUND PRISM 
GTX take you to new places. This versatile 
outdoor shoe effortlessly adapts to all your 
explorations, whether you’re in the city or 
half-way up a mountain. With breathable 
mesh, soft fabrics, a waterproof GORE-TEX 
membrane and modern silhouette, it’s ready 
to take off and explore. Are you?

CO

NEW

$100 | 005500

9mm (26.7mm/17.7mm)

OUTBOUND PRISM GTX | WOMEN
Embarking on fresh adventures in nature and 
the city

L41271500 L41591100
Black | Black | Gum1a Tulipwood | Black | Quail

(w) 8.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Be inspired and let the OUTBOUND PRISM 
take you to new places. This versatile 
outdoor shoe effortlessly adapts to all your 
explorations, whether you’re in the city or 
half-way up a mountain. With breathable 
mesh, soft fabrics and a modern silhouette, it’s 
ready to take off and explore. Are you?

CO

NEW

$80| 004400

9mm (25.2mm/16.2mm)

OUTBOUND PRISM | MEN
Embarking on fresh adventures in 
nature and the city

L41590800L41267800
Black | Castor Grey | Rainy DayEbony | White | Black

(m) 9.5 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Be inspired and let the OUTBOUND PRISM 
take you to new places. This versatile 
outdoor shoe effortlessly adapts to all your 
explorations, whether you’re in the city or 
half-way up a mountain. With breathable 
mesh, soft fabrics and a modern silhouette, it’s 
ready to take off and explore. Are you?

CO

NEW

$80 | 004400

9mm (25.2mm/16.2mm)

OUTBOUND PRISM | WOMEN
Embarking on fresh adventures in nature 
and the city

L41445400 L41590900
Stormy Weather | Stormy Weather | Lunar Rock Almond Cream | Sun Kiss | Apricot Buff

(w) 8.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The new women-specific VAYA hiking shoe has 
been designed for outdoor women looking 
to re-energize and reconnect with nature. The 
soft collar and Sensiflex technology snuggly 
adapt to the foot, while the higher ankle 
support, sturdy mesh, Contagrip® outsole and 
waterproof Gore-Tex membrane give right 
protection and grip on all your hikes.

CO $160 | 008800

9mm (27.5mm/18.5mm)

VAYA MID GTX | WOMEN
The mid-cut waterproof women’s 
outdoor shoe that adapts to your hiking

L41301400 L41301500
Aqua Gray | Phantom | Castor Gray Stormy Weather | Black | Trooper

(w) 11.6 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The new women-specific VAYA GORE-TEX 
hiking shoe has been designed for active, 
outdoor women looking to re-energize and 
reconnect with nature. The soft collar and 
Sensiflex technology snuggly adapt to the foot, 
while the sturdy mesh, Contagrip® outsole and 
waterproof Gore-Tex membrane give just right 
protection and grip on all your hikes.

CO

NEW NEW

$140 | 007700

9mm (27.5mm/18.5mm)

VAYA GTX | WOMEN
The waterproof women’s outdoor shoe 
that adapts to the way you hike

L41595000 L41595200
Quail | Black | Moonscape Sun Kiss | Black | Ebony

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The new women-specific VAYA hiking shoe 
has been designed for active women looking 
to re-energize and reconnect with nature. The 
soft collar and Sensiflex snuggly adapt to your 
foot, while the sturdy mesh and Contagrip® 
outsole give you the right grip on all your hikes.

CO

NEW

$120 | 006600

9mm (26mm/17mm)

VAYA | WOMEN
The intuitive women’s outdoor shoe that 
adapts to the way you hike

L41301700 L41594800
Lunar Rock | Night Sky| Lunar Rock Zen Blue | Ebony | Quarry

(w) 8.9 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Get ready to power through uphills and 
descents with this mid-cut GORE-TEX version 
of the updated X-ULTRA 4. It is as agile as 
a trail-running shoe but with all the stability, 
grip and waterproof protection you need to 
tackle technical terrain. Equipped with a new 
chassis, the shoe is even better at protecting 
sensitive articulations without compromising 
freedom of movement.

CO $165 | 009075

11mm (31.5mm/20.5mm)

X ULTRA 4 MID GTX | MEN 
Agile on the way up, stable & grippy 
on the way down

L41383400

L41294600L41624600

L41383500 L41624500

L41386400

Black | Magnet | Pearl Blue

Black | Magnet | Pearl BlueTrooper | Black |Evening Primrose

Green Gables | Black | Cumin Legion Blue | Black | Fall Leaf

Green Gables | Black | Cumin

WIDE

NEW

WIDE

NEW

(m) 14.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14 SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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What does women-specific really mean? 
For us, it’s shoe that is fully adapted to the 
morphology of your feet: a softer cuff, 
cradling anatomical design and lower density 
ADV-C Chassis for greater stability. In this 
mid-cut GORE-TEX version of the X-ULTRA 4, 
all this is backed up by waterproof protection 
and a grippy outsole that powers through 
uphills and descents, so you can explore 
every angle of your freedom.

CO

NEW NEW

$165 | 009075

11mm (31.5mm/20.5mm)

X ULTRA 4 MID GTX | WOMEN
Designed for stability and grip, tailored 
for women

L41624900L41295600 L41625100
Quarry | Black | Legion BlueEbony | Mocha Mousse | Almond Cream Oil Green | Magnet | Almond Cream

(w) 13.0 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

NEW

WIDE

L41687200
Quarry | Black | Legion Blue
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Get ready to power through uphills & 
descents with the updated X ULTRA 4. It is 
as agile as a trail-running shoe but with all 
the stability & grip protection you need to 
tackle technical terrain. Equipped with a new 
chassis, the shoe is even better at protecting 
sensitive articulations without compromising 
freedom of movement.

NEW

NEW NEW

$135 | 007425

11mm (24mm/13mm)

X ULTRA 4 MID AERO | MEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

(m) 14.9 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14 SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41624300 L41624400
Black | Magnet | Pearl Blue Kangaroo | Black | Kelp
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For us, a women-specific shoe is fully adapted 
to the morphology of your feet: a softer cuff, 
cradling anatomical design and lower density 
ADV-C Chassis for greater stability. The 
women’s X-ULTRA 4 has a grippy outsole that 
powers through uphills and descents, so you 
can explore your freedom.

NEW

NEW

$135 | 007425

11mm (24mm/13mm)

X ULTRA 4 MID AERO | WOMEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

(w) 14.9 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

L41624200
Monument | Magnet | Zen Blue
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Great at powering through uphills and 
descents, the X-ULTRA is now available 
in premium leather for a classic, refined 
look and robust waterproof GORE-TEX 
protection. You still get stacks of stability and 
grip to tackle technical terrain, as well as 
an innovative chassis that protects sensitive 
articulations without compromising freedom 
of movement.

$160 | 008800

11mm (31.5mm/20.5mm)

X ULTRA 4 LTR GTX | MEN
Agility, stability and grip in a premium 
leather hiking shoe

L41351500
Desert Palm | Black | Kangaroo

CO

(m) 14.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Get ready to power through uphills & descents 
with the updated X ULTRA 4 GORE-TEX. It is 
as agile as a trail-running shoe but with all 
the stability, grip & waterproof protection you 
need to tackle technical terrain. Equipped 
with a new chassis, the shoe is even better 
at protecting sensitive articulations without 
compromising freedom of movement.

CO $150 | 008250

11mm (31.5mm/20.5mm)

X ULTRA 4 GTX | MEN
Agile on the way up, stable & grippy on 
the way down

L41385100 L41632500

L41622900 L41289200

L41385300

L41623000

L41386500

Magnet | Black | Monument Mood Indigo | Rainy Day | Amparo Blue

Quiet Shade | Black | Evening Primrose Magnet | Black | Monument

Deep Lichen Green | Black | Olive Night

Legion Blue | Black | Fall Leaf

Deep Lichen Green | Black | Olive Night

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 13.7 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP

WIDE

WIDE
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For us, a women-specific shoe is fully adapted 
to the morphology of your feet: a softer 
cuff, cradling anatomical design and lower 
density ADV-C Chassis for greater stability. 
In the women’s X-ULTRA 4 GORE-TEX, this is 
backed up by GORE-TEX protection and a 
grippy outsole that powers through uphills and 
descents, so you can explore your freedom.

$150 | 008250

11mm (24mm/13mm)

X ULTRA 4 GTX | WOMEN
Designed for stability and grip, tailored 
for women

L41289600

L41623100

L41680200L41452900
Black | Stormy Weather | Opal Blue

Alloy | Quiet Shade | Burnt Sienna

Ebony | Rainy Day | Easter EggCrystal Blue | Black | Cumin

CO

NEW

NEW

(w) 13.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Get ready to power through uphills and 
descents with the updated X ULTRA 4. It is 
as agile as a trail-running shoe but with all 
the stability and grip you need to tackle 
technical terrain. Equipped with a new 
chassis, the shoe is even better at protecting 
sensitive articulations without compromising 
freedom of movement.

$120 | 006600

11mm (30mm/19mm)

X ULTRA 4 | MEN
Agile on the way up, stable & grippy on 
the way down

L41385900L41385600

L41453000

Bungee Cord | Black | Vintage KakiQuiet Shade | Black | Quiet Shade

Mallard Blue | Bleached Sand | Bronze Brown

CO

(m) 12.6 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For us, women-specific means a shoe that 
is fully adapted to the morphology of your 
feet: a softer cuff, cradling anatomical design 
and lower density ADV-C Chassis for greater 
stability. In the women’s X-ULTRA 4, all this is 
backed up by a grippy outsole that powers 
through uphills and descents, so you can 
explore every angle of your freedom.

$120 | 006600

11mm (30mm/19mm)

X ULTRA 4 | WOMEN
Designed for stability and grip, tailored 
for women

L41622800L41285100
Trooper | Night Sky | Sun DressBlack | Quiet Shade | Sirocco

CO

NEW

(w) 11.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X Ultra Family, 
this mid-cut hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
MID CLIMASALOMON™ WATERPROOF 
is packed with all the technology you need 
including waterproof protection. Yet versatile 
enough to adapt your daily life.

$150 | 008250

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER 
MID CSWP|MEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41671000L41671100
Peat | Quiet Shade | Biking RedBlack | Magnet | Monument

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 11.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X ULTRA Family, 
this hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
CLIMASALOMON™ WATERPROOF is 
packed with all the technology you need, 
including waterproof protection. Yet versatile 
enough to adapt your daily life.

$150 | 008250

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER 
MID CSWP|WOMEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41671300L41671200
Winetasting | Magnet | Granite GreenEbony | Stormy Weather | Winetasting

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 11.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X Ultra Family, 
this hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
MID CLIMASALOMON™ WATERPROOF 
is packed with all the technology you need 
including waterproof protection. Yet versatile 
enough to adapt your daily life.

$135 | 007425

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER CSWP | MEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41670800 L41721700
Black | Magnet | Blue Steel Olive Night | Castor Gray | Antique Moss

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 11.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X Ultra Family, 
this hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
MID CLIMASALOMON™ WATERPROOF 
is packed with all the technology you need 
including waterproof protection. Yet versatile 
enough to adapt your daily life.

$135 | 007425

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER CSWP |WOMEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41670900
Stormy Weather | Alloy | Yucca

NEW

NEW

(w) 11.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X ULTRA Family, 
this hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
AERO is packed with all the technology you 
need, yet versatile enough to adapt your 
daily life.

$110 | 006050

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER AERO |MEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41669800
Toffee | Quiet Shade | Mallard Blue

NEW

NEW

(m) 11.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the best-selling X ULTRA Family, 
this hiking shoe is the go-to option for 
outdoor enthusiasts. The X ULTRA PIONEER 
AERO is packed with all the technology you 
need, yet versatile enough to adapt your 
daily life.

$110 | 006050

11mm (19mm/8mm)

X ULTRA PIONEER AERO |WOMEN
The versatile hiking shoe for climbs, 
descents & everyday adventures

L41670100
Oil Green | Castor Gray | Amparo Blue

NEW

NEW

(w) 11.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2 MID GORE-TEX, we took 
the same outdoor recipe and improved all 
the ingredients. An ADV-C Chassis™ and 
tripod design up the stability, while a softer 
midsole provides instant, lasting comfort. 
Approved by hikers on the original, a 
supportive mid cut, GORE-TEX membrane 
and Contagrip® outsole equip you for 
varied terrain.

$150 | 008250

10mm (245.5mm/15.5mm)

X RAISE 2 MID GTX |MEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41598800
Black | Black | Ebony

NEW

NEW

(m) 13.5 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2 MID GORE-TEX, we took 
the same outdoor recipe and improved all 
the ingredients. An ADV-C Chassis™ and 
tripod design up the stability, while a softer 
midsole provides instant, lasting comfort. 
Approved by hikers on the original, a 
supportive mid cut, GORE-TEX membrane 
and Contagrip® outsole equip you for 
varied terrain.

$150 | 008250

10mm (245.5mm/15.5mm)

X RAISE 2 MID GTX |WOMEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41600700
Wrought Iron | Trooper | Sun Dress

NEW

NEW

(w) 11.4 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2 GORE-TEX, we took the 
same outdoor recipe and improved all the 
ingredients. An ADV-C Chassis™ and tripod 
design up the stability, while a softer midsole 
provides instant, lasting comfort. Approved 
by hikers on the original shoe, the waterproof 
GORE-TEX membrane, Contagrip® outsole 
and Quicklace™ equip you for varied terrain.

$130 | 007150

10mm (25.5mm/15.5mm)

X RAISE 2 GTX |MEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41633300 L41633400
Black | Black | Magnet Legion Blue | Magnet | Blithe

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 12.6 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2 GORE-TEX, we took the 
same outdoor recipe and improved all the 
ingredients. An ADV-C Chassis™ and tripod 
design up the stability, while a softer midsole 
provides instant, lasting comfort. Approved 
by hikers on the original shoe, the waterproof 
GORE-TEX membrane, Contagrip® outsole 
and Quicklace™ equip you for varied terrain.

$130 | 007150

10mm (25.5mm/15.5mm)

X RAISE 2 GTX |WOMEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41633700 L41633800
Night Sky | Legion Blue | Zen Blue Fall Leaf | Mocha Mousse | Sun Baked

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 10.5 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2, we took the same outdoor 
recipe and improved all the ingredients. An 
ADV-C Chassis™ and tripod design up the 
stability, while a softer midsole provides 
instant comfort that never stops. Approved by 
hikers on the original shoe, the Contagrip® 
outsole and Quicklace™ equip you for 
varied terrain and challenging conditions.

$110 | 006050

10mm (24mm/14mm)

X RAISE 2 |MEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41633900 L41634000
Black | Black | Trooper Quarry | Legion Blue | Safari

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 10.0 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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For the X RAISE 2, we took the same outdoor 
recipe and improved all the ingredients. An 
ADV-C Chassis™ and tripod design up the 
stability, while a softer midsole provides 
instant comfort that never stops. Approved by 
hikers on the original shoe, the Contagrip® 
outsole and Quicklace™ equip you for 
varied terrain and challenging conditions.

$110 | 006050

10mm (24mm/14mm)

X RAISE 2 | WOMEN
The modern outdoor shoe revisited with a 
chassis for that extra stability

L41634100 L41634200
Black | Magnet | Ashes of Roses Trooper | Ponderosa Pine | Frozen Dew

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 11.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The X REVEAL 2 GORE-TEX takes the comfort 
of the original and adds extra bounce 
with a new midsole. The construction is still 
lightweight with outdoor essentials like a 
grippy Contagrip® outsole and GORE-TEX 
membrane. But now the shoe makes you 
feel even more confident with an optimized 
tripod design. This shoe is ready for the next 
hike. Are you?

$110 | 006050

10mm (25.5mm/15.5mm)

X REVEAL 2 GTX | MEN
The comfortable outdoor shoe updated 
for your latest adventures

L41623300 L41623700
Black | Magnet | Quarry Legion Blue | Black | Quarry

NEW

NEW NEW

(m) 11.6 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The X REVEAL 2 GORE-TEX takes the comfort 
of the original and adds extra bounce 
with a new midsole. The construction is still 
lightweight with outdoor essentials like a 
grippy Contagrip® outsole and GORE-TEX 
membrane. But now the shoe makes you 
feel even more confident with an optimized 
tripod design. This shoe is ready for the next 
hike. Are you?

$110 | 006050

10mm (25.5mm/15.5mm)

X REVEAL 2 GTX | WOMEN
The comfortable outdoor shoe updated 
for your latest adventures

L41623900 L41624000
Black | Magnet | Quarry Quarry | Ponderosa Pine | Burnt Sienna

NEW

NEW NEW

(w) 9.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The X REVEAL 2 takes the comfort of the 
original and adds extra bounce with a new 
midsole. The construction is still lightweight 
and packed with outdoor essentials like a 
grippy Contagrip® outsole. But now the 
shoe makes you feel even more confident 
with an optimized tripod design. This shoe is 
ready for the next hike. Are you?

$90 | 004950

10mm (24mm/14mm)

X REVEAL 2 | MEN
The comfortable outdoor shoe updated 
for your latest adventures

L41604300 L41606800
Quiet Shade | Black | Quarry Green Moss | Duck Green | Fall Leaf

CO

NEW NEW

(m) 11.1 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The X REVEAL 2 takes the comfort of the 
original and adds extra bounce with a new 
midsole. The construction is still lightweight 
and packed with outdoor essentials like a 
grippy Contagrip® outsole. But now the 
shoe makes you feel even more confident 
with an optimized tripod design. This shoe is 
ready for the next hike. Are you?

$90 | 004950

10mm (24mm/14mm)

X REVEAL 2 | WOMEN
The comfortable outdoor shoe updated 
for your latest adventures

L41616700
Zen Blue | Legion Blue | Black

CO

NEW

(w) 9.1 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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When you explore beyond the trailhead, 
it’s nice to have the confidence of X CREST 
GTX. With a stable, cushioned midsole, 
an aggressive sole pattern, and protective 
toe and heel, you’ll be ready to take your 
adventure beyond the beaten path. And a 
full GORE-TEX membrane offers complete 
weather protection.

CO $120 | 006600

11mm (28.5mm/17.5mm)

X CREST GTX | MEN

L40829700L41406100

L40829800

Magnet | Black | Quiet ShadeWren | Black | Bungee Cord

Castor Gray | Shadow | Bossa Nova

(m) 12.3 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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When you explore beyond the trailhead, 
it’s nice to have the confidence of X CREST 
GTX. With a stable, cushioned midsole, 
an aggressive sole pattern, and protective 
toe and heel, you’ll be ready to take your 
adventure beyond the beaten path. And a 
full GORE-TEX membrane offers complete 
weather protection.

CO $120 | 006600

11mm (28.5mm/17.5mm)

X CREST GTX | WOMEN

L40829900L41534600
Magnet | Black | AtlantisEbony | Winetasting | Peppercorn

(w) 10.5 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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When you explore beyond the trailhead, it’s 
nice to have the confidence of X CREST. With 
a stable, cushioned midsole, an aggressive 
sole pattern, and protective toe and heel, 
you’ll be ready to take your adventure 
beyond the beaten path.

CO $100 | 005500

11mm (28.5mm/17.5mm)

X CREST | MEN

L40829400L41405900

L40829500

Magnet | Black | MonumentBungee Cord | Black | Peat

Lead | Stormy Weather | Bossa Nova

(m) 21.0 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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When you explore beyond the trailhead, it’s 
nice to have the confidence of X CREST. With 
a stable, cushioned midsole, an aggressive 
sole pattern, and protective toe and heel, 
you’ll be ready to take your adventure 
beyond the beaten path.

CO $100 | 005500

11mm (28.5mm/17.5mm)

X CREST | WOMEN

L40829600L41534700
Alloy | Ebony | MalagaStormy Weather | Mood Indigo | Lunar Rock

(w) 16.9 oz 

(w) 5-11, 12SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Take the trail or create your own. The Pathfinder 
is ready for any or trail surface, with a great fit, 
great cushioning and Salomon’s Contagrip™ 
sole for wet or dry grip.

CO $80 | 004400

11mm (19mm/8mm)

PATHFINDER | MEN
Play your own way

L41406400L41406300

L40514300

Black | Wren | WrenVetiver | Olive Night | Peat

Night Sky | Black | Military Olive

(m) 11.8 oz 

(m) 7-13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Take the trail or create your own. The Pathfinder 
W is ready for any or trail surface, with a 
great fit, great cushioning and Salomon’s 
Contagrip™ sole for wet or dry grip.

CO $80 | 004400

11mm (19mm/8mm)

PATHFINDER | WOMEN
Play your own way

L41406500L40514400
Shadow | Urban Chic | Bleached SandStormy Weather | Phantom | Tropical Green

(w) 9.8 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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With just the right amount of grip and generous 
lightweight cushioning, the PATROL takes you 
from the pavement into nature. It looks good 
wherever you go with stylish detailing and 
adapts to all your adventures in the city and 
beyond.

NEW

NEW NEW

$80 | 004400

9 mm (29mm/20mm)

PATROL | MEN
The versatile shoe that takes your walks 
from the city into nature

L41678700L41583200
Mood Indigo | Black | Quiet ShadeMagnet | Pearl Blue | Tobacco Brown

(m) 9.5 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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With just the right amount of grip and generous 
lightweight cushioning, the PATROL takes you 
from the pavement into nature. It looks good 
wherever you go with stylish detailing and 
adapts to all your adventures in the city and 
beyond. NEW

NEW

NEW

$80| 004400

9mm (29mm/20mm)

PATROL | WOMEN
The versatile shoe that takes your walks 
from the city into nature

L41677500L41677600
Winetasting | White | SiroccoLegion Blue | White | Yucca

(w) 7.7 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This is a summer sneaker ready for water 
adventures. AND a water shoe you can run 
in. The AMPHIB BOLD 2 is now even lighter, 
more breathable and versatile for all kinds of 
summer fun. Collapse the heel to wear it like 
a slide, or why not synch the Quicklace™ and 
take it for a run?

$100 | 005500

6mm (24mm/18mm)

AMPHIB BOLD 2 | MEN
Both a water shoe and an ultra-versa-
tile summer shoe.

L41304000L41303800

L41600800

Black | Pacific | WhiteBlack | Black | Quarry

Sky Diver | Quarry | Estate Blue

CO

NEW

(m) 7.4 oz 

(m) 7-13, 14SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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This is a summer sneaker ready for water 
adventures. AND a water shoe you can run 
in. The AMPHIB BOLD 2 is now even lighter, 
more breathable and versatile for all kinds of 
summer fun. Collapse the heel to wear it like 
a slide, or why not synch the Quicklace™ and 
take it for a run?

$100 | 005500

6mm (24mm/18mm)

AMPHIB BOLD 2 | WOMEN
Both a water shoe and an ultra-versa-
tile summer shoe.

L41610800L41304300
Sirocco | Sun Kiss | Olive NightGreen Milieu | Balsam Green | Almond Cream

CO

NEW

(w) 6.8 oz 

(w) 5-11SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A shoe for people who want to shop in line 
with their values, the Crossamphibian Swift 2 
is made with a generous amount of recycled 
and/or natural materials. But this is still a 
super comfortable, performance shoe that 
breathes, drains, and fits great for every 
outdoor summer adventure.

$90 | 004950

6mm (24mm/18mm)

CROSSAMPHIBIAN
SWIFT 2 | MEN
A light, breathable summer shoe, built 
with sustainability in mind.

L41298000L41295000

L41688400

Copen Blue | Black | Ashley BlueVetiver | Olive Night | Black

Wrought Iron | Black | Antique Moss

CO

NEW

(m) 5.9 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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A shoe for people who want to shop in line 
with their values, the Crossamphibian Swift 
2 W is made with a generous amount of 
recycled and/or natural materials. But this is 
still a super comfortable, performance shoe 
that breathes, drains, and fits great for every 
outdoor summer adventure.

$90 | 004950

6mm (24mm/18mm)

CROSSAMPHIBIAN
SWIFT 2 | WOMEN
A light, breathable summer shoe, built 
with sustainability in mind.

L41298800L41298500

L41688500

Opal Blue | Stormy Weather | WhiteLunar Rock | White | Alloy

Black | Sun Kiss | Lunar Rock

CO

NEW

(w) 5.9 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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An updated version of the original multi-
activity adventure shoe, TECH AMPHIB 4 
features a sleek, welded upper and more 
cushioned midsole. It’s more dynamic 
than ever, while retaining the same ease, 
versatility, and water capability. This updated 
version prioritizes the environment with natural 
and recycled materials.

$110 | 006050

8.8mm (26.7mm/17.9mm)

TECH AMPHIB 4 | MEN
The iconic water-ready sports shoe 
made from recycled materials

L41611700L40992500

L41612600

Wrought Iron | Antique Moss | Frozen DewBlack | Beluga | Castor Gray

Olivine | Olive Night | Legion Blue

CO

NEW

NEW

(m) 10.0 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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An updated version of the original multi-
activity adventure shoe, TECH AMPHIB 4 
features a sleek, welded upper and more 
cushioned midsole. It’s more dynamic 
than ever, while retaining the same ease, 
versatility, and water capability. This updated 
version prioritizes the environment with natural 
and recycled materials.

$110 | 006050

8.8mm (26.7mm/17.9mm)

TECH AMPHIB 4 | WOMEN
The iconic water-ready sports shoe 
made from recycled materials

L41613000L40985500

L41613100

Frozen Dew | Sirocco | Sun DressQuail | Rhododendron | Winetasting

Black | Yucca | Granite Green

CO

NEW

NEW

(w) 10.0 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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With a seamless construction, quick-drying 
materials and urban look, this breathable 
sneaker is ideal for all your outdoor activities, 
from gentle hikes to sightseeing in the 
city center. The TECH LITE prioritizes the 
environment with sustainable, natural and 
recycled materials including a liner made 
from coffee beans.

$90 | 004950

8.8mm (26.7mm/17.9mm)

TECH LITE | MEN
The modern outdoor sneaker for 
summer adventures

L41294200L40985700

L41613200

Deep Lichen Green | Peat | AlloyQuiet Shade | Black | Alloy

White | Estate Blue | Wrought Iron

CO

NEW

(m) 9.1 oz 

(m) 7-12, 13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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With a seamless construction, quick-drying 
materials and urban look, this breathable 
sneaker is ideal for all your outdoor activities, 
from gentle hikes to sightseeing in the 
city center. The TECH LITE prioritizes the 
environment with sustainable, natural and 
recycled materials including a liner made 
from coffee beans.

$90 | 004950

8.8mm (26.7mm/17.9mm)

TECH LITE | WOMEN
The modern outdoor sneaker for 
summer adventures

L41614700L41294400
Black | Sirocco | GumiaOpal Blue | Trooper | Ebony

CO

NEW

(w) 9.1 oz 

(w) 5-10SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Inspired by the iconic SPEEDCROSS trail 
running shoe, the SPEEDCROSS SANDAL 
offers the same traction, protection and 
comfort in a convenient sandal. With a 
360° footbed that wraps around the foot 
to minimize friction and maximize comfort, 
the sandal provides extra grip on less 
stable terrain with SPEEDCROSS lugs and a 
Contagrip® outsole.

$110 | 006050

8mm (27.5mm/19.5mm)

SPEEDCROSS SANDAL
The athletic outdoor sandal for best-in-
class traction & protection

L40976900L40914100

L41611100

Magnet | Black | BlackBlack | White | Black

Wrought Iron | White | Gumia

CO

NEW

(u) 9.1 oz 

(u) 4-12, 13SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Give your children a taste for outdoor 
adventures with this mid-cut kids’ version of 
the XA PRO 3D trail running shoe. With a 
fresh look and really practical adjustments, this 
updated model delivers all the grip, stability 
and waterproof protection little feet need.

$85 | 004675

8mm (15mm/7mm)

XA PRO 3D MID CSWP
Like a trail runner, but a boot, this 
shoe can handle it all.

L41344900
Black | Monument | Hawaiian Ocean

CO

(k) 5.6 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Lightweight and flexible, the OUTWARD 
CLIMASALOMON™ WATERPROOF shoe 
combines resistance, durability and ankle 
support to protect little feet. With a soft collar 
and no pressure points, the shoe will keep your 
kids comfortable. The waterproof membrane, 
resistant suede leather and toe/heel caps 
provide protection in any conditions.

CO $80 | 004400

8mm (22.5mm/14.5mm)

OUTWARD CSWP J
The durable lightweight shoe for junior hikers

L41284800L40972200

L41284900

Phantom | Aqua Gray | Mint LeafCastor Gray | Black | Arrowwood

Safari | Phantom | Warm Apricot

(k) 8.4 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SPEEDCROSS CLIMASALOMON™ 
WATERPROOF shoe is built with extra grip 
for young feet that are ready to move fast 
and follow you on any terrain. It’s time you let 
them remind you what playing is all about!

$75 | 004125

8mm (21.5mm/13.5mm)

SPEEDCROSS CSWP J
A shoe for kids who push the limit of adventure.

L41446900

L41628500

L41447000
Slate | Night Sky | Saffron

Black | Wrought Iron | Lemon

Grape Juice | Mallard Blue | Lavender
CO

NEW

(k) 5.6 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The SPEEDCROSS shoe is built with extra grip 
for young feet that are ready to move fast 
and follow you on any terrain. It’s time you let 
them remind you what playing is all about!

$65 | 003575

8mm (20mm/12mm)

SPEEDCROSS J
A shoe for kids who push the limit of adventure.

L41628100

L41628400

L41447100

L41628200

L41447200

Wrought Iron | Black | Vibrant Orange

Black | Black | Evening Primrose

Sirocco | Sun Dress | Sun Kiss

Cherry Tomato | Biking Red | Sky Diver

Delphinium Blue | Stormy Weather | India Ink

CO

NEW

NEW

NEW

(k) 6.3 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to evolve in tough conditions, this 
shoe gives your kids all the extra grip and 
waterproof protection they need for off-road 
adventures. Whether for running or hiking, the 
ALPHACROSS BLAST CLIMASALOMON™ 
WATERPROOF helps keep little feet dry and 
protected. The shoe is also comfy with a soft 
lining, generous fit and spongy foam.

CO

NEW NEW

$65 | 003575

10mm (37mm/27mm)

ALPHACROSS BLAST CSWP J
The off-road waterproof shoe that takes 
your kids on outdoor adventures

L41622300L41621800
Astral Aura | Night Sky | Velvet MorningMood Indigo | Quarry | Black

(k) 8.1 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Designed to be as versatile as possible, the 
ALPHACROSS BLAST gives your kids all the 
extra grip and protection they need for off-
road exploration. We’ve also made sure the 
shoe is really comfortable for small feet with 
a soft lining, generous fit and spongy foam. 
Available in sizes 31-40. Get ready for more 
intrepid family adventures!

CO

NEW

$55 | 003025

10mm (35.5mm/25.5mm)

ALPHACROSS BLAST J
The versatile off-road shoe for 
adventurous juniors

L41621500L41116100
Yucca | White | BlackBlack | White | Black

(k) 7.5 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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Give your children a taste for outdoor 
adventures with our kids’ version of the XA 
PRO 3D trail running shoe. With a fresh look 
and really practical adjustments, this updated 
model delivers all the grip, stability and 
waterproof protection little feet need.  

$70 | 003850

8mm (15mm/7mm)

XA PRO 3D CSWP J
A best selling classic, suitable for any 
kids adventures.

L41613900

L41434100

L41614500

L41433900

Magnet | Black | Poppy Red

Olive Night | Black | Sulphur

Astral Aura | Black | Purple Heather

Black | Black | EbonyCO

NEW NEW

(k) 3.6 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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The XA PRO 3D is the iconic shoe that spells 
adventure on every type of terrain. Play 
steady and long.

$60 | 003300

11mm (27mm/16mm)

XA PRO 3D J
Play with a legend

L41436300

L41436100

L41613700

L41436200

Delphinium Blue | Black | Charlock

Black | Urban Chic | Sulphur

Stormy Weather | Zen Blue | Goji Berry

Madder Brown | Black | Red Orange

CO

NEW

(k) 11.6 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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With just the right amount of grip and generous 
lightweight cushioning, the PATROL keeps 
young feet comfy and secure. Perfect for 
playgrounds, pavements and country paths.

$60 | 003300

9mm (29mm/20mm)

PATROL J
Comfort and grip for young feet

L41677900

L41678000

L41678100

L41678200

L41677800

Magnet | Pearl Blue | Tobacco Brown

Sun Kiss | White | Zen Blue

Quiet Shade | Magnet | Goji Berry

Velvet Morning | Zen Blue | Mint Leaf

Black | Blithe | White

CO

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

(k) 7.0 oz 

(k) 13K 1-6.5SIZE  

WEIGHT

DROP
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$200  |  0010000

XS, S, M, L, XL

S/LAB PULSAR 3 SET 
The ultimate hydration vest for marathon  
distances & shorter trail races

LC1569000
Black | Ebony

CO

SIZE RANGE

As the trail get shorter and the pace picks up, 
every detail matters. This is why we brought 
together our lightest materials, most precise 
fit and a technical yet minimalist design. 
Inspired by athletes for athletes, the S/LAB 
PULSAR vest gives its best, every time. Just like 
you. Only compatible with the SOFT FLASK 
500ml/17oz S/LAB 42.

3.3 oz/5.8 oz 

Sensifit
3D air mesh
Soft flasks S/LAB included 
* 2 (500ml/ 17oz)

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT
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$180  |  009000

XS, S, M, L, XL

SENSE PRO 10 SET
The minimalist vest for saving that extra 
second in a ultra trail race

LC1761100

LC1760900

LC1761000
Black | Ebony | White

Fiery Red | Ebony | Caberne

Nautical Blue | Ebony | Moo

CO

SIZE RANGE

We know that every second counts in an 
ultra and that comfort and convenience make 
all the difference. That’s why the minimalist 
SENSE PRO 10 is ultra-comfortable with no 
friction points and a really precise fit. With 
instant access to your trail essentials, you can 
push on further and faster.

5.8 oz/8.7 oz 

Sensifit
Custom quiver compatible
Soft flasks Speed included 
*2 (500ml / 17oz)

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT
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$180  |  009000

2XS, XS, S, M, L

SENSE PRO 10 W SET
The minimalist vest for saving that extra 
second in a ultra trail race

LC1513300 LC1760700
Black | Ebony Provence | Ebony | Nautic

CO

SIZE RANGE

We know that every second counts in an 
ultra and that comfort and convenience make 
all the difference. That’s why the minimalist 
SENSE PRO 10 is ultra-comfortable with no 
friction points and a really precise fit. With 
instant access to your trail essentials, you can 
push on further and faster.

5.8 oz/9.0 oz 

Sensifit women specific
Custom quiver compatible
2 soft flask 500 ml 
designed for women with 
straw included

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT
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$160  |  008000

XS, S, M, L, XL

SENSE PRO 5 SET 
The minimalist vest for saving that extra 
second in a marathon trail race

LC1512000

LC1761200

LC1761300

LC1761400

Black | Ebony

Fiery Red | Ebony | Cabernet

Nautical Blue | Ebony | Mood

Black | Ebony | White

CO

SIZE RANGE

We know that every second counts and 
that comfort and convenience make all the 
difference in a trail marathon or shorter outing. 
That’s why the minimalist SENSE PRO 5 is ultra-
comfortable with no friction points and a really 
precise fit. With instant access to your trail 
essentials, you can push on further and faster.

5.0 oz/8.0 oz 

Sensifit
Custom quiver compatible
Soft flasks Speed included 
*2 (500ml / 17oz)

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT
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$160  |  008000

2XS, XS, S, M, L

SENSE PRO 5 W SET 
The minimalist vest for saving that extra 
second in a marathon trail race

LC1513600 LC1760500
Black Black | Ebony

CO

SIZE RANGE

We know that every second counts in a trail 
marathon and that comfort and convenience 
make all the difference. That’s why the 
minimalist SENSE PRO 5 for women is ultra-
comfortable with no friction points and a really 
precise fit. With instant access to your trail 
essentials, you can push on further and faster.

4.9 oz/8.1 oz 

Sensifit women specific
Custom quiver compatible
2 soft flask 500 ml 
designed for women with 
straw included

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT
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$160  |  008000

XS, S, M, L, XL

ADV SKIN 12 SET 
Precise fitting carrying system for 
demanding endurance runners

LC1759500

LC1759600

LC1759700

LC1759800

Black | Ebony

Goji Berry | Ebony

Nautical Blue | Ebony | White

Green Gables | White

CO

SIZE RANGE

Endurance races are demanding. So are 
endurance runners. That’s why the updated 
men’s ADV SKIN 12 is designed for more 
freedom and snugness. It still covers all 
the essentials like easy hydration, while 
maximizing comfort and stability - with new 
ultra-versatile storage into the bargain. This 
12L-version is ideal for those longer races 
and outings.

Sensifit
Quick link
2 soft flasks 500 
std 42 included

KEY FEATURES
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$160  |  008000

2XS, XS, S, M, L

ADV SKIN 12 W SET
Precise fitting carrying system for 
demanding endurance runners

LC1760100 LC1760200
Black | Ebony Beach Glass | Ebony | Pool

CO

SIZE RANGE

Endurance races are demanding. So are 
endurance runners. That’s why the updated 
women’s ADV SKIN 12 is designed for more 
freedom and comfort. It still covers all the 
essentials like easy hydration, while also 
offering a snug, stable women-specific fit – not 
to mention ultra-versatile storage. This 12-liter 
version is ideal for those longer outings.

Sensifit women specific
Quick link
2 soft flask 500 ml 
designed for women with 
straw included

KEY FEATURES
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$140  |  007000

XS, S, M, L, XL

ADV SKIN 5 SET 
Precise fitting carrying system for 
demanding endurance runners

LC1759000

LC1759100

LC1759200

LC1759300

Black | Ebony

Goji Berry | Ebony

Nautical Blue | Ebony | White

Green Gables

CO

SIZE RANGE

Endurance races are demanding. So are 
endurance runners. That’s why the updated 
men’s ADV SKIN 5 is designed to make you 
feel freer and comfier. It still covers essentials 
like easy hydration, while maximizing comfort 
and stability - with new ultra-versatile storage 
into the bargain. This 5-L version is ideal for 
those shorter outings and races.

KEY FEATURES Sensifit
Quick link
Soft flasks included *2 
(500ml / 17oz)
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$140  |  007000

2XS, XS, S, M, L

ADV SKIN 5 W SET 
Precise fitting carrying system for 
demanding endurance runners

LC1759900 LC1760000
Black | Ebony Beach Glass | Ebony | Pool

CO

SIZE RANGE

Endurance races are demanding. So are 
endurance runners. That’s why the updated 
women’s ADV SKIN 5 is designed to make you 
feel freer and comfier. It still covers essentials 
like easy hydration, while also offering a snug, 
stable women-specific fit – not to mention 
ultra-versatile storage. This 5-liter version is 
ideal for those shorter outings.

KEY FEATURES Sensifit women specific
Quick link
2 soft flask 500 ml 
designed for women with 
straw included
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$100  |  005000

XS, S, M, L, XL

ACTIVE SKIN 8 SET 
The comfy vest for your first longer 
trail adventures

LC1568200

LC1758100

LC1779600

LC1758000

Black | Ebony

Goji Berry | Chili Pepper

Nautical Blue | Mood Ind

Wrought Iron | Sedona Sa

CO

SIZE RANGE

Inspired by top trail runners, this spacious 
hydration vest is great for starting out and 
gives you the confidence to take on longer 
trails. Prioritizing comfort, the ACTIVE SKIN 8 
for men is soft, snug and breathable. Let’s not 
forget the modular storage and strategic chest 
pockets for easy access to your flasks.

7.4oz/9.8oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Sensifit
Quick link
2 soft flasks 500ml 28 
included
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$100  |  005000

XS, S, M, L

ACTIVE SKIN 8 W SET  
The comfy vest for your first longer 
trail adventures

LC1568400 LC1757200
Black | Ebony Earth Red | Cabernet

CO

SIZE RANGE

Inspired by top trail runners, this spacious 
hydration vest is great for starting out and 
gives you the confidence to take on longer 
trails. Prioritizing comfort, the ACTIVE SKIN 8 
for women is soft, snug and adapted to your 
morphology – lower pockets for the flasks and 
a straw for effortless drinking. Let’s not forget 
the modular storage spaces.

7.4 oz/10.6 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Sensifit women specific
Quick link
2 soft flask 500 ml 
designed for women with 
straw included
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$90  |  004500

XS, S, M, L, XL

ACTIVE SKIN 4 SET 
The comfy compact vest for your first 
short trail adventures

LC1568000

LC1757800

LC1779700

LC1757700

Black | Ebony

Goji Berry | Chili Pepper

Nautical Blue | Mood Ind

Wrought Iron | Sedona Sa

CO

SIZE RANGE

Inspired by top trail runners, this hydration 
vest is great for starting out and gives you the 
confidence to take on shorter trails. Prioritizing 
comfort, the ACTIVE SKIN 4 is soft, snug and 
breathable. Let’s not forget the modular storage 
spaces and strategic chest pockets for easy 
access to your flasks.

7.1 oz/9.5 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Sensifit
Quick link
2 soft flasks 500ml 28 
included
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$50  |  002500

XS, S, M, L, XL

SENSE PRO 
The minimalist belt for any trail race

LC1515500

LC1760300

LC1760400
Black

Fiery Red | Ebony |Cabernet

Nautical Blue | Ebony | MoodCO

SIZE RANGE

We like to keep things simple – stretchy, 
breathable fabric just where you want it. This 
minimalist belt is great for all your essentials on 
a short session or with a vest if racing takes you 
further afield.

1.8 oz/2.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Pole holder
1 mobile pocket
2 mesh side pockets
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$35  |  001750

XS, S, M, L, XL

PULSE BELT 
Soft, comfortable, minimalist belt for 
trail or travel.

LC1521100

LC1521300 LC1521500

LC1761500
Black

Goji Berry Ebony

Nautical Blue
CO

SIZE RANGE

Runners, Nordic skiers, and even travelers will 
appreciate the soft PULSE belt with minimalist 
style. It discreetly secures your personal items 
and hydration flasks, letting you concentrate 
on your race, workout or sightseeing free of 
distraction.

2.1 oz/3.2 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Diagonal straps
Tubular construction
Multiple expandable 
pockets
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$50  |  002500

Universal

AGILE 250 BELT SET 
The dynamic carrying solution for 
maximum movement.

LC1520600

LC1520800

LC1754000
Black

Goji Berry

Nautical BlueCO

SIZE RANGE

More freedom, more comfort, more miles. The 
AGILE 250 SET belt is ideal for long trail runs 
where agility is paramount, with a stretch fit 
that lets you move, and easy access to soft 
hydration flasks and essentials.!

3.1 oz/4.0 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Customisable length
1 front expandable pocket
Soft flask included *1 
(250ml/8oz)
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$50  |  002500

Universal

SENSIBELT 
A stretchy, comfortable waist belt for 
carrying a water bottle.

LC1091600

LC1304500

LC1795100
Black

Goji Berry

Nautical BlueCO

SIZE RANGE

Basic but dynamic and comfortable, the 
SENSIBELT has a stretch fit that keeps it snug 
and comfortable while running, so you’ve 
always got a water bottle close at hand.!

4.9 oz/7.3 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

3D bottle included (600 
ml/20 oz)
Customisable length
Airvent comfort
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$30  |  001500

Universal

ACTIVE BELT 
The hydration belt for all your 
outdoor adventures

LC1754700

LC1754800

LC1756000

LC1755500

LC1779500
Black | Black

Goji Berry | Chili Pepper

Earth Red | Cabernet

Iron | Sedona Sage

Nautical Blue | Mood Indigo

CO

SIZE RANGE

Designed for a snug fit and minimum 
movement, the ACTIVE belt enables you 
to keep all your essentials close at hand 
whether you’re on the trail, slopes or mountain 
path. With a lightweight water bottle and 
large pocket for gels, the belt help keep you 
energized and hydrated.

3.3 oz/5.6 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

3D bottle included (600 
ml/20 oz)
Customisable length
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$30  |  001500

Universal

ACTIVE HANDHELD 
The minimalist flask for short outings

LC1302900
Black

CO

SIZE RANGE

With a minimalist design, adjustable soft strap 
and wider cap, the ACTIVE handheld makes 
drinking easier, eliminates spillage and shrinks 
as you drink to limit water bounce. Carry 
enough water for your run and nothing else.

1.9 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
Twist On/ Off system
Large 42mm opening 
makes it easy to fill with ice 
or energy mixes
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$100  |  005000

Universal

XT 15 
The versatile rucksack for fast-paced 
explorations

LC1518800

LC1518900

LC1764300

LC1757300

LC1526100

Black

Goji Berry | Madder Brown

White | Black

Nautical Blue | Mood Indigo

Olive Night | Martini Olive

CO

SIZE RANGE

Be ready for intense adventures with the ultra-
stable XT 15 rucksack. Whether you’re hiking, 
biking or traveling, this spacious pack will keep 
up the pace with soft fabrics, a multitude of 
storage options and easy hydration.

15.6 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Adjustable belt
Padded back panel
2 front zipped pockets, 
compatible with 500ml soft 
flasks or accessories
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$90  |  004500

Universal

XT 10 
The versatile rucksack for fast-paced 
adventures

LC1518400

LC1518500

LC1764400LC1757400

LC1525900

Black

Goji Berry | Madder Brown

White | BlackNautical Blue | Mood Indigo

Olive Night | Martini Olive

CO

SIZE RANGE

Be ready for intense adventure with the ultra-
stable XT 10-liter rucksack. Whether you’re 
hiking, biking or traveling, this all-in-one bag 
keeps up the pace with soft fabrics, a multitude 
of storage options and easy hydration.

12.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Adjustable sternum strap
Padded back panel
2 front zipped pockets, 
compatible with 500ml soft 
flasks or accessories
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$80  |  004000

Universal

XT 6 
The versatile rucksack for short yet intense 
adventures

LC1519000

LC1519100

LC1764500LC1757500

LC1525700

Black

Goji Berry | Madder Brown

White | BlackNautical Blue | Mood Indigo

Olive Night | Martini Olive

CO

SIZE RANGE

Be ready for intense adventures with the ultra-
stable XT 6 rucksack. Whether you’re hiking, 
biking or in the city, this compact bag will keep 
up the pace with soft fabrics, a multitude of 
storage options and easy hydration.

10.9 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Padded back panel
Compatible with soft flasks 
250 ml
2 front zipped pockets 
compatible with soft flasks 
250 ml
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$60  |  003000

Universal

TRAILBLAZER 10 
A simple, comfortable, lightweight pack 
for all outdoor activities

LC1048300

LC1520100

LC1753500

LC1520000

Black | Black

Chili Pepper | Red Dahlia | Ebony

Wrought Iron | Sedona Sage

Martini Olive | Olive Night

CO

SIZE RANGE

Simple in design but very light and 
comfortable, the TRAILBLAZER 10 is a great 
solution for short hikes and rides, or just getting 
around town.

11.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Padded back system
Bladder compatible
Computer hanging sleeve
2 side stretch pockets 
Adjustable elastic 
sternum strap
3D light harness
Extra loops
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$70  |  003500

Universal

TRAILBLAZER 20 
A simple, comfortable, lightweight pack 
for all outdoor activities

LC1048400

LC1520300

LC1753600

LC1520200

Black | Black

Red Chili| Red Dahlia | Ebony

Wrought Iron | Sedona Sage

Martini Olive | Olive Night | Ebony

CO

SIZE RANGE

Simple in design but very light and 
comfortable, the TRAILBLAZER 20 is a great 
solution for day hikes, short rides, or just getting 
around town.

14.6  oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Padded back system
Bladder compatible
Computer hanging sleeve
2 side stretch pockets 
Adjustable elastic 
sternum strap
3D light harness
Extra loops
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$80  |  004000

Universal

TRAILBLAZER 30 
A simple, comfortable, lightweight pack 
for all outdoor activities

LC1048200

LC1520500

LC1753400

LC1520400

Black | Black

Red Chili| Red Dahlia | Ebony

Wrought Iron | Sedona Sage

Martini Olive | Olive Night | Ebony

CO

SIZE RANGE

Simple in design but very light and 
comfortable, the TRAILBLAZER 30 is a great 
solution for longer hikes and rides, or just 
getting around town.

KEY FEATURES Padded back system
Bladder compatible
Computer hanging sleeve
2 side stretch pockets 
Adjustable elastic 
sternum strap
3D light harness
Extra loops
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$25  |  001250

550ml/18oz

OUTLIFE BOTTLE
The versatile water bottle for everyday 
adventures

LC1636500 LC1636700

LC1636600

Clear | Blue Clear | Map

Pale Smoke | Cam

CO

SIZE

Staying hydrated is essential whether you’re 
out in the city or venturing further afield. The 
OUTLIFE BOTTLE adapts to your rhythm with 
a really stable design, comfy materials and 
practical features – like an easy-to-use valve 
and wide 42mm cap. With a choice of 3 
colors and different graphics, this bottle is a 
perfect match for our OUTLIFE BAGS.

3.0 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

TPU & RF welded seams 
for superior durability, 
abrasion resistant and 
elasticity
Molded bottom

LC1652800
Clear | Blue

$25  |  001250

500ml/17oz

SOFTFLASK 500ML/ 
17OZ  S/LAB 42
The ultra-comfy, ultra-fast soft flask

CO

SIZE

With a new shape, the SOFT FLASK 
500ml/17oz S/LAB 42 keeps you hydrated 
without wasting a second. Designed for 
athletes by our athletes, the soft conical-
shaped flask gently slides into your pocket. The 
wide 42mm cap and high-flow valve ensure 
easy drinking and refilling. Only compatible 
with the S/LAB PULSAR vest.

1.2 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

High-flow valve
Large 42mm opening 
makes it easy to fill with ice 
or energy mixes
Conical-shapped Soft Flask
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LC1418500 LC1312900
Clear | Blue Clear | Blue

$35  |  001750

400ml/13oz

SFLASK 400ML/
13OZ INSULATED 42
The soft flask for summer and 
winter adventures

CO

SIZE

We’ve adapted our classic Soft Flask with 
dual-skin insulation to keep your water in liquid 
form in winter. The new bite valve evacuates 
any ice build-up with a quick squeeze and the 
handle provides extra grip, so you can drink 
easily on the move. Compatible with all our 
42mm lids – including our summer versions to 
your liquids cool in the sun.

2.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

High-flow valve
Large 42mm opening 
makes it easy to fill with ice 
or energy mixes
Insulated flask

$45  |  002250

490ml/16oz

SOFT FLASK XA FILTER 490ML
The soft flask for wild adventures

CO

SIZE

Ideal for longer expeditions like ultra-trails, 
the SOFT FLASK XA FILTER filters bacteria and 
protozoa from natural water sources, so you 
can drink easily and safely without needing to 
carrying huge volumes of water. Shrinking as 
you drink to limit water bounce, the flask lets 
you know exactly how much you have left. 
Features a wide 42-mm cap.

1.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
Eliminates 99.99% 
protozoa, Cryptosporidium 
oocysts, and bacteria.
Meets the US FDA 
Standard testing protocol
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$25  |  001250

500ml/17oz

SOFT FLASK 500ML/
17OZ SPEED 42
The flask for easy refills and storage

CO

SIZE

With a thermomoulded bottom, wide 42mm 
cap and high-flow valve, the SOFT FLASK 
500ml/17oz SPEED 42 makes drinking, 
refilling and storage even faster and easier, 
so you can stay focused on the trail ahead. 
Shrinking as you drink to limit water bounce, 
the flask lets you know exactly how much 
water you have left. Compatible with all 
Salomon caps featuring a 42mm opening 
(purchased from Spring 2020 onwards).

1.3 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
Large 42mm opening 
makes it easy to fill with ice 
or energy mixes
Molded bottom

$20  |  001000

500ml/17oz

SOFT FLASK 500ML/17OZ 28
The high-flow flask for longer runs

CO

SIZE

With a high-flow valve and additional grip, the 
SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz 28 will help keep 
you hydrated however far the trail takes you. 
Shrinking as you drink to limit water bounce, 
the flask lets you know exactly how much you 
have left. Compatible with all Salomon caps 
featuring a 28mm opening.

1.0 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
High-flow valve
28mm opening

LC1312100
Clear | Blue

LC1340200
Clear | Blue
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$20  |  001000

500ml/17oz

SOFT FLASK 500ML/
17OZ STRAW 28
The comfortable flask for women

CO

SIZE

A perfect fit for the ADVANCED SKINS 8 
for women, the SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz 
STRAW 28 has been designed to reduce 
pressure on your chest, while an adjustable 
straw and high-flow valve make it easier to 
stay hydrated. Shrinking as you drink to limit 
water bounce, the flask lets you know exactly 
how much you have left. Compatible with all 
Salomon caps featuring a 28mm opening.

1.4 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
High-flow valve
28mm opening

$20  |  001000

500ml/17oz

SOFT FLASK 500ML/17OZ 42
The wide-capped flask for easy refills

CO

SIZE

With a wide 42mm cap and high-flow valve, 
the SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz 42 makes 
staying hydrated faster and easier, so you 
can focus on the trail ahead. Shrinking as 
you drink to limit water bounce, the flask lets 
you know exactly how much you have left. 
Compatible with all Salomon caps featuring 
a 42mm opening.

1.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
High-flow valve
Large 42mm opening 
makes it easy to fill with ice 
or energy mixes

LC1312300
Clear | Blue

LC1312200
Clear | Blue
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$15  |  000750

250ml/8oz

SOFT FLASK 250ML/8OZ 28
The flexible flask ideal for short runs

CO

SIZE

With optimized grip and a high-flow valve, 
the SOFT FLASK 250ml/8oz 28 will help 
keep you hydrated on all your shorter 
runs, so you can explore, train and race 
in optimum conditions. Shrinking as you 
drink to limit water bounce, the flask lets 
you know exactly how much you have left. 
Compatible with all Salomon caps featuring 
a 28mm opening.

0.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
High-flow valve
28mm opening

HYDRATION ACCESSORIES

LC1312400
Clear | Blue

$13  000650

150ml/5oz

SOFT FLASK 150ML/5OZ 28
The soft flask ideal for your gels

LC1312500
Clear | Blue CO

SIZE

With the lightweight SOFT FLASK 
150ml/5oz STD 28, stay hydrated and 
energized on the move as the kilometers 
start to kick in. Shrinking as you drink to 
limit bounce, the flask lets you know exactly 
how much water or gel you have left. 
Compatible with all Salomon caps featuring 
a 28mm opening.

0.5 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Safe and reliable, 100% 
BPA & PVC free
High-flow valve
28mm opening
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$12  |  000600

150ml/5oz

SOFT CUP SPEED 150ML/5OZ
Stowable soft cup running.

L39389900
Clear | Blue

CO

SIZE

Since the SOFT CUP SPEED 150ml/5oz 
goes with you to every race, make it follow 
the no-bounce rule! This one is soft so you 
can stow it in a pocket. Or use the loop and 
clip it for easy access.!

0.4 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

PVC, bisphenol - A free
Reusable and collapsible

HYDRATION ACCESSORIES
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$55  |  002750

1.6L INSUL

SOFT RESERVOIR 1.6L INSULATED
The hydration bladder for summer and winter

LC1418400
Clear | Blue

CO

SIZE

Staying hydrated is important all year around. 
This is why we’ve adapted our classic SOFT 
RESERVOIR for your winter and summer 
adventures. The insulated hose and reservoir 
ensure the water doesn’t heat up or freeze, 
while the freeze-proof cover on the bite valve 
means you can drink easily on the move, 
whatever the temperature.

5.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

High-flow valve
Insulated bladder

$40  |  002000

2L

SOFT RESERVOIR 2L
The large soft reservoir for all your trails 
and hikes

LC1312600
Clear | Blue

CO

SIZE

Ideal for hiking, the SOFT RESERVOIR 2L will 
keep you hydrated and energized on the go, 
shrinking as you drink to limit water bounce. 
The reservoir combines soft materials and 
extra grip on the slider for practical comfort 
kilometer after kilometer.

4.5 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

PVC, bisphenol - A free
Plug-n-Play system
Rocket valve
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$35  |  001750

1.5L

SOFT RESERVOIR 1.5L
The soft reservoir for trailer runners

LC1312700
Clear | Blue

CO

SIZE

Ideal for all your trails, the SOFT RESERVOIR 
1.5L will keep you hydrated and energized 
on the go, shrinking as you drink to limit water 
bounce. The reservoir combines soft materials, 
shorter routing and optimized slider grip for 
practical comfort kilometer after kilometer.

4.2 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

PVC, bisphenol - A free\
Lateral exit
Plug-n-Play system

$35  |  001750

42

XA FILTER CAP 42
The filter cap for wild adventures

CO

SIZE

Ideal for longer expeditions like ultra-trails, 
the XA FILTER CAP 42 filters bacteria and 
protozoa from natural water sources, so you 
can drink easily and safely without needing to 
carrying huge volumes of water.

1.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Eliminates 99.99% 
protozoa, Cryptosporidium 
oocysts, and bacteria.
Meets the US FDA 
Standard testing protocol
Compatible with any 42mm 
opening SALOMON soft 
flask

LC1321900
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$12  |  000600

42

ON/OFF CAP 42
The secure twist-locking cap

CO

SIZE

With an easy twist-locking system, the ON/
OFF CAP 42 eliminates the risk of leaks as 
you drink on the go or store your flask. The 
wide 42mm cap with high-flow value makes 
refilling and drinking easy, however hard 
you’re running. Compatible with all Salomon 
flasks featuring a 42mm opening.

0.6 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Twist On/ Off system
Compatible with any 42mm 
opening SALOMON soft 
flask

$12  |  000600

SOFT FLASK STRAW
The customizable soft flask straw

CO

With an intuitive high-flow bite valve, the 
adjustable SOFT FLASK STRAW makes it 
easier to stay hydrated no matter how many 
kilometers lie ahead of you. Simply add the 
straw to any of your Salomon soft flasks 
for faster, hassle-free drinking. Compatible 
with all Salomon caps (28mm and 42mm 
openings).

0.4 ozWEIGHT

$20  |  001000

SOFT RESERVOIR TUBE
Soft tube for hydration reservoir.

CO

The SOFT RESERVOIR TUBE is 90cm tube with 
connection and valve. This spare part extends 
the life of a Salomon bladder.  Compatible 
with underarm or standard reservoir routing.

1.7 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

PVC, bisphenol - A free
Plug-n-Play system
Rocket valve

LC1334300
Alloy

LC1312800 L38026900
Clear | Blue

L38026800

$10  |  000500

SOFT VALVE
The Soft Valve spare part to get more from 
your flask or bladder

CO

The SOFT VALVE is a replacement valve that 
extends the life of your soft flask or bladder. 
Delivered in a set of 2 and compatible with 
all Salomon caps. Does not include the plastic 
part integrated into the flask.

0.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

PVC, bisphenol - A free
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$10

3D BOTTLE
600 ml pre-shaped hydration bottle.

LC1334400
White | Translucent

CO

This 3D BOTTLE holds 600ml and has a 3D 
shape.

2.3 ozWEIGHT $30  |  001500

CUSTOM QUIVER
The fast and secure way to carry trekking poles.

L39283200
Black

CO

NSSIZE

Some ancient methods are still the best – like 
using a CUSTOM QUIVER to carry your poles 
across your back. Easy to access, easy to 
stow. Get them when you need them, forget 
about them when you don’t.

1.2 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Water evacuation bottom 
eyelets
Custom quiver connecting 
system
Locking strap
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$45  |  002250

TRAIL GAITERS HIGH
Keep debris out of your shoes.

L38002100
Black

CO

S, M, LSIZE

Get dirty. Get dusty. Gravelly, snowy, thorny, 
grassy, whatever the loose, aggravating 
terrain you decide to forge, TRAIL GAITERS 
HIGH will prevent debris from reaching 
your feet and protect your ankle bones from 
shocks. It also connects easily to your shoes.

4.8 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

External side closure system 
with velcro
Sole strap
Ankle bone protection

$35  |  001750

TRAIL GAITERS LOW
Keep debris out of your shoes.

L32916600
Black

CO

S, M, LSIZE

Get dirty. Get dusty. Gravelly, snowy, thorny, 
grassy, whatever the loose, aggravating 
terrain you decide to forge, TRAIL GAITERS 
LOW will prevent it from reaching your feet. It 
connects easily to your shoes, and even helps 
protect your ankles.!

4.2 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

External side closure system 
with velcro
Intrusion protection
Sole strap
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$8  |  000400

QUICK LINK
The spare part to repair your elastic 
sternum strap

LC1334500
Black

CO

NSSIZE

The QUICK LINK makes it fast and simple to 
repair the broken or damaged elastic sternum 
strap for any ADVANCED SKIN or ACTIVE 
SKIN pack.

40.1 oz

KEY FEATURES

WEIGHT

Replacement sternum 
bungee system
Compatible with ADV. 
SKIN, XA, ACTIVE vest 
ranges
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$45  |  002250

LC1680100 LC1680200 LC1763100
Black  |  Black  |  Black White | Black AO | White | Alloy

NEW

BONATTI WP CAP 
The 5-panel cap for waterproof protection.

OSFASIZE

Our waterproof cap is back for a new season 
of urban and outdoor adventures. The new 
waterproof Bonatti fabric and taped seams 
are great at keeping the water away. While 
the design now features 5 panels and a 
woven label for an ultra-contemporary feel. 
Perfect for city explorations and trail outings 
alike.

KEY FEATURES Adjustable buckle closure
Waterproof material
Taped seams
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LC1037000
White

HEADWEAR

$25  |  001250

XA CAP
A light, breathable running cap.

LC1726800

LC1726200

LC1036900 LC1725900

LC1726500 LC1726700

Fiery Red | Fiery Red

Wrought Iron | Wrought Iron

Black | Black | Reflective Charco Nautical Blue | Nautical Blue

Super Pink | Super Pink Sunny Lime | Sunny Lime

CO

S/M, M/L, L/XLSIZE

The lightweight and breathable XA cap dries 
fast and feels light and comfortable while 
running. Extra venting on top for the hottest 
conditions.

KEY FEATURES Adjustable buckle closure
AdvancedSkin Shield
Stretch part on the back 
adjustment
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LC1041900
White  |  Black

HEADWEAR

$25  |  001250

LC1041800 LC1808200
Black | Black Nautical Blue | Nautical Blue

CO

XA VISOR
A superlight visor for sun protection when 
you run.

OSFASIZE

Keep the sun out of your eyes and the wind in 
your hair, with the XA VISOR. 

KEY FEATURES Adjustable buckle closure
Integrated sweatband
Stretch material on back 
adjustment for better fit
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$35  |  001750

FLEXFIT LOGO CAP
Stretch-fit comfort

LC1535400

LC1779800

LC1535700
Black

Mood Indigo

Olive Night
CO

We partnered up with leading headwear 
specialist FLEXFIT® to create a flat-visor 
cap that is comfy and versatile with a touch 
of Salomon style. Featuring a natural wool 
blend, the 6-panel LOGO CAP FLEXFIT® 
is breathable yet warm for everyday wear. 
Available in a choice of colors.

OSFASIZE RANGE
KEY FEATURES Adjustable buckle closure

Integrated sweatband
Flat brim
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$35  |  001750

FIVE PANEL CAP
Let’s play!

LC1819100

LC1681200

LC1680900

LC1681100

Black | Black

Cabernet | Dark Denim

Serenity | Sunny Lime

Beach Glass | Black

CO

This cap is all about style. And, lots of it! 
Combining bold branding, contrasting tones 
and distinctive washed cotton, the FIVE P CAP 
is ready to play! Wherever you are in the city, 
this versatile cap makes a statement, as well 
as providing plenty of protection and comfort.

OSFASIZE RANGE
KEY FEATURES Adjustable buckle closure

Mesh sweatband
Flat brim


